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report shows lowest
overall crime rate at
HOP in four years

DARREN M. ANTONOVICH

[ jcifican staff writer
' Reported crimes at UOP for the
995 calendar year fell to a four! erlow, with burglaries remaining
| tnefco. 1 crime on campus.
The Department of Public
Mfeb's "Student Right to Know"
inn report totaled 82 crimes in
!u95 compared to 90 in 1994, 128
1993, and 133 in 1992. The mandatory annual report lists the numhr cf reported crimes ranging in
l'egories from burglary to sex offeilSC S. ,W

Despite the trend,
Director o f P u b l i c S a f e t y
Robert Calaway believes
that more needs to be
done.
I Despite the trend, Director of
j Public Safety Robert Calaway beI feves that although the numbers are
•^couraging, more needs to be
'done.
Statistics are only numbers.
SAthing in our yearly crime report
bconcrete. We know there is crime
°n campus," he said.
Burglaries remained at the top
'Be list for crimes on campus,
though the number of burglar-

See UOP crime page 2

Public saftey was kept busy when five cars were stolen off campus over the weekend of February 10 ami 11

Early 1996 crime problem: Car burglaries on UOP campus
SARAH LEER
Pacifican staff writer
Faced by a sudden wave of car bur
glaries this month, UOP students say
they are worried about the safety of
their cars on campus.
"I worry about my car getting sto
len or broken into," said sophomore
Jason Devets. "We're in Stockton so I
expect it."
Since Feb. 1, there have been five
car burglaries reported on campus.
University Police Associate Director

Jerry Houston said the car burglary
trend is unusual. •
According to Houston, it is typi
cal to have car burglaries since 25
were reported in calendar year 1995.
However, it is unusual to have five
burglaries "bunched together like
this," Houston said.
Freshman Sarah Mobias said she
is concerned about the safety of her
car. "I've always been cautious, espe
cially in the back parking lot by the
levy. I don't feel safe leaving my car
back there," she said.

Two men have been charged with
recent car burglaries on the UOP cam
pus, police said.
Alvin Floyd and Christopher
George were arrested on February 13,
after someone who witnessed them
breaking into a car notified police.
They allegedly burglarized a car
parked near Dwight and Stadium
Drive. The men were taken in custody
at 10:09 pm near the Conservatory
of Music.
Both men are being charged with
See car theft page 6
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Raiders, rock concerts, high school^
graduations all possiblities for stadium
DAVID OTTENFELD
Pacifican staff writer
UOP officials say they are still try
ing to convince the Oakland Raiders
to use the vacant Stagg Stadium as
their pre-season training site, but they
are also considering at other uses for
the stadium.
"One of the things we will look
at in the next 30 to 60 days, and have
already been looking at, is the high
est and best use of the stadium," said
Athletic Director Bob Lee.
The Raiders had spoken to the
press about the possibility of moving
their training camp to UOP. The cam
pus could supply lodging, food, the
sports medicine clinic, and several
fields. This plan would profit UOP
in different areas, but now the situa
tion is now at a standstill.
"I have talked to the Raiders, and
nothing is definite," said Lee. " They
were due to get back to us about a
week ago, and they haven't yet. I
wouldn't cross my fingers."
Bringing the Raiders to UOP

would help housing, the dining ser
vices, and the athletic department.
The disadvantages range from com
munity disruptions to potential inter
ference with other summer activities
around campus.
The Raiders failed to return a
phone call from the Pacifican seek
ing comment on their plans.
Lee has also been talking with
other parties interested in using Stagg
Stadium.
"We've been approached by some
of the local high schools about play
ing some of their bigger games here,"
said Lee. "I'd like to let some other
people be exposed to the stadium, but
if it's going to come out of our bud
get, we got to charge for it."
Rock concerts have been brought
up as a possible alternative, but none
have been held for over a decade.
Linda Ronstadt played in Stagg be
fore, but stabbings at the show have
kept other concerts away, Lee said. A
musical performance at Stagg needs
to be approved by the Board of Re
gents.

Stagg Stadium has also been used
for high school graduations, high
school football games and special
banquets. These options still remain,
but the focus on preservation of the
stadium will factor in the selection.
The stadium has been renovated
to improve its appearance. Most of
the work was done through tradeouts by the Pacific Athletic Founda
tion. Trade-outs are donations made
by a contributor. Instead of donat
ing money, they donate services and
supplies to the campus in a way that
directly benefits the school.
"PAF has done a lot of work on
its own to raise money in the form of
trade-outs," said Vice President of Fi
nance Mike Goins. "That's where a lot
of the improvements have been
made."
The 30,000 capacity stadium has
been a fixture on campus for the last
44 years. Other UOP sports such as
soccer and field hockey will now have
an opportunity to use the empty sta
dium to their advantage.

ies declined from 68 in 1994 to 61 in
1995.
The case was the same for motor
vehicle thefts on campus. Public
Safety reported 14 cars stolen from
campus in 1995 in comparison to 16
cars stolen in 1994.
Although the number of reported
crimes was down, the number of ac
tual arrests increased between 1994
and 1995.
While there were no arrests for
alcohol violations in 1994, there
were five arrests for alcohol violations
in 1995. The number of drug arrests
also went up from four in 1994 to six
in 1995.
The UOP reduction in crime par
alleled that of the city of Stockton
between the two years. According to
the Stockton Police Department Sup
port Service Supervisor Linda Clarke,

three of four major categories includ
ing assaults, burglaries and vehicle
thefts dropped in 1995. However, the
number of rapes increased from 121
to 133.
Stockton resident, sophomore
Don Nevis, said he was pleased with
the UOP trend. "I haven't seen any
bad elements or crimes on campus.
Compared to my old neighborhood,
this place is great."
Sophomore Katie Roza believes
that many students do not realize
that there still is crime on campus.
"Sometimes I get the idea that
nothing happens at UOP, but then
my sister calls to tell me that her car
was broken into on campus," she
said. "If you make students aware of
the numbers, they might be more
observant to possible crimes."
In order to combat the inevitable
factor of crime on campus, Calaway

University of the Pacific Crime Statistics
Assault
Burglary
Homicide
Vehicle Theft
Robbery
Rape/Date Rape
Forcible Fondling
Forcible Sodomy
Sexual Assault
with Object
Sex Offenses
TOTAL

believes that the mere presence of
campus police is an effective answer.
"I think that our presence alone
can reduce the number of crimes on
campus," said Calaway.
Nevis disagreed with Calaway's
idea of reducing crime on campus.
"The presence of police might
make students feel more safe, but I
don't think it would actually bring
crime down. They might want to try
a different method of making cam
pus safe. Plain clothes cops maybe,"
said Nevis.
Calaway stated that the only sure
way to reduce crime at UOP is
through community involvement.
"We can't reduce crime on cam
pus by ourselves. Everyone on cam
pus is a part of the same community.
If you see something you think is suspi
cious, call Public Safety to check it out."

1993

1994

1995
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0
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0
0
0
NA
NA

1
95
0
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2
2
2
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0
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3
0
2
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0
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1
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Tri Delta, Pike score highest grade point averages
SHANNY EAGLE
Pacifican guest writer

nternity and sorority grades were recently released and two sororities ranked
Mr the all women's average while the fraternities ranked below the all men's.

Fraternities and sororities at UOP
compete against each other for mem
bers, in intramural sports, and it usu
ally is not hard to get one group to
spill a few nasty words about another
group.
But does the competition extend
to grades? If so, Delta Delta Delta can
feel victorious as they have been lead
ing the Greek system academically for
the past twenty semesters.
In the battle of the sexes, all four
sororities finished higher than all six
fraternities.
In fall 1995, Delta Delta l?elta had
retained their edge with a 3.06 GPA.
Right behind them was Kappa Alpha
Theta, who achieved a 3.04, accord
ing to the UOP Scholarship Report.
"We are proud of our average this
semester. We did better than most of
the sororities," said Kim Offner, a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta.
Delta Delta Delta and Kappa Al
pha Theta had higher academic
marks than the average non-Greek
female student at UOP, who earned a

2.99 overall. Alpha Chi Omega, who
earned a 2.79, and Delta Gamma,
who earned a 2.80, fell short of the
woman's average.
"We are trying raise our grade
point average, although we are not
disappointed in our marks so far.
There are other ways in which we feel
that we have the best records," Said
Heather Davis, a member of Delta
Gamma.
Not one of the fraternities made
or rose above the average UOP nonGreek men's grade point average,
which was a 2.76.
Pi Kappa Alpha was the closest
with a 2.74. They were followed by
Omega Phi Alpha and Phi Delta Theta
who both earned a 2.61. Sigma Alpha
Fpsilon earned a 2.56. Alpha Kappa
I.ambda earned a 2.50, and Archania
earned a 2.30.
"There are a lot of really impor
tant things all the fraternities do be
sides get grades. We do philanthropic
work for example, grades just aren't
the purpose of our fraternity," said
Emmanuel Darden, a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha.

KPAC: Chronic problems lead to no recognition

Campus radio station fights for staff, funding and support
SANDY DENHAM

Pacifican guest writter
Five years ago, KPAC began
foadcasting music with high hopes
(giving UOP students the chance

to be DJs.
But today KPAC, the student run
idio station has yet to achieve the
stening audience and the campus
•cognition it had hoped for.
'n fact, the station has attracted
'little support that staff members
wn simply load up a CD changer
:|d play music.
According to Dr. Alan Ray, broad^t professor and KPAC's station ad'1S0r. what the station needs to help
_ move along is "better promotion,
]'M equipment, and a new signal."
(arrie Hayward, the station manr tor KPAC, was quick to list the
tsons why the station has not been
6successful as anticipated.
'lie first reason was the lack of
, °n ot'°n. Until recently, Hayward
ue only staff member for KPAC,
"'tg her no time to create an ading campaign.
Now that she
_ —an assistant, Hayward has
n°re

time to plan the promo
the station
Another reason is the lack of stu• leadership in the past. "There

n of

•flier a really dynamic leader run

ning the station or there is somebody
who does not have the time or just
does not care. KPAC is in flux," Hay
ward said.
The third reason is the limited
range of the station. When KPAC be
gan, it could be picked up on radio
frequency 530AM within the perim
eters of the campus. Now that it is
only available as the university's au
dio station channel 2, the audience
has been limited to only those stu
dents that have access to a television.
"Why would anybody want to sit
there and stare at a blank screen?"
said senior Mollie Steinman.
Mary Cutler, a senior who has had
a morning show on KPAC, said the
potential is still there. "I don't think
that KPAC is a bad thing. If anything
it is a station undiscovered," she said.
Although the station is com
pletely student run, few students
know that the station exists. Hun
dreds of people walk past the broad
cast booth between the Summit and
the Redwood Room in the McCaffrey
Center every day without realizing
that it is the control room for the sta
tion.
KPAC is given about $4,000 a year
according to Hayward. About half of
that is the station manager's salary,
but some station expenses come out

An unidentified D/
make some musical
choices at KUOP last
year.

of that amount. After all of the ex
penses for the fall semester are added
up, all that is left of the budget is
about $100, which must last for fhe

reat of the year, she said. She hopes
to get more money allotted to KPAC
next year.
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Morning-after pill available at health center *
|K

SANDY DENHAM
Pacifican guest writer
Three years ago, the morning-af
ter pill came to the UOP campus as
an emergency form of contraception
for women exposed to a single un
expected and unprotected act of
sexual intercourse. >
UOP's resident physician Dr. Sa
rah Grimes said she found out about
the pill at a contraceptive conference
three years ago. All the persuasion
she needed to introduce it to the
women at the university came from
a speaker at the conference, Robert
Hatcher, author of "Contraceptive
Technology 1990-1992," who claims
that keeping this drug a secret is a
"disservice to women."
"The pill has been advertised be
fore but it needs to be brought up on
an on-going basis because of the
turnover rate here at UOP. The girls
need to know about it," said Grimes.
Nurse Lorraine Sage said, the
Cowell Health Center has given the
pills out to "dozens" of women.
The morning-after pill, is a high
dosage of hormones that prevents
the implantation of the egg because

the lining of the uterus does not sup
ply the nutrients the egg needs to
develop.
The high dosage of hormones is
to be taken within 72 hours of un
protected intercourse, although it is
best to take it 12-24 hours after hav
ing sex. The patient is given two dos
ages of four pills each that are to be
taken 12 hours apart. The patient is
also given a pill to prevent the nau
sea that may occur. Regular menstrual
periods should then occur two to
three weeks after the medication is
taken.
"After you are given the pill, we
strongly advise that you consider a
more permanent form of contracep
tion such as 'the pill,' Depo Provera,
Norplant, or whatever your options
may be,"said Grimes.
Although there are very few in
stances where a student has been
found to abuse the morning-after pill,
the Health Center stresses that the pill
is not to be used as a regular form of
contraception. Several students share
the same opinion.
"When I lived in Grace, 1 had a
friend who took it three times because

she was having unprotected sex,"
said junior Karen Huntzinger. "She
was taking it because she did not
want to take the time or it was in
convenient for her to use birth con
trol pills. I think that it should be
used in emergency situations only."
Senior Marc Schneider agreed
with the idea of emergency contra
ception. "Well, I think that it is a
good idea if it is used properly and
people are still smart enough to use
protection. It is good to know that it
is available if something happens like
the condombreaks," said Schneider.
"1 think that sexually active
people should concentrate on safe
sex, but in a case of emergency I
think that it is a very good idea. I do
not have a problem with it,"said se
nior Sarah Wilkes.
This form of postcoital contra
ception has been found to be 75 to
80 percent effective and although Dr.
Grimes said that none of the women
she has given the contraception to
at UOP have become pregnant, the
morning-after pill is still not fool
proof. If one were to become preg
nant, the morning-after pill, or any

Basic skills'classes to stay at UOP
CHRISTI NEILL
Pacifican staff writter

I
Fv

Several people on the California
State school campuses want to do it,
other universities are considering
doing it, but people here at UOP don't
really want to do it.
Doing away with basic skills
classes has always been a hot topic
when it comes to budgeting and re
viewing what kind of students are
being admitted to a university. The
California State University system is
planning to phase out their basic
skills classes and several other colleges
and universities are looking into the
same thing.
But UOP officials say their current
system is working and they have no
plans to eliminate it.
UOP's admission standards have
gone up considerably in the last three
years, Dean of Admissions Ed
Schoenberg said. The GPA of incom
ing freshmen has risen from approxi
mately 3.09 to 3.35 and SAT scores
have risen approximately from 928
to 1013. In spite of all this roughly
one-third of all students take at least
one basic skills class.
"I suspect that no matter what,
as our expectations (for incoming
freshmen) go higher, our expecta
tions on tests goes higher,"
Schoenberg said.
For the incoming freshmen of fall

1995 the writing tests were adminis
tered differently which put 45 per cent
of all freshman in basic skills writing
classes. Previously when students had
high verbal SAT scores they were given
the test, but it was not even graded.
"Now we're reading everyone's
test and taking a closer look at how
everyone writes," said Vivian Snyder,
the director of the Educational Re
source Center said. "We didn't even
read them (the tests) before."
Some schools around the country
are thinking about cutting basic skills
classes. Trustees overseeing the 22campus California State system last
month passed a new policy to wean
students off basic skills courses that
cost $10 million each year.
Educators in other states are re
porting budget constraints and want
to offer these classes only at junior
colleges or limit them to first-year stu
dents, according to a recent national
survey by The Associated Press.
A main reason that there is a need
for basic skills classes on the UOP cam
pus Is because there are approximately
180 students with disabilities.
"We're different from other uni
versities like the state schools," said
Snyder. "We want to help develop stu
dents' skills and help students that
just need support."
"Students are ready for college
here, at the state schools students are
not ready for college."
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Bannister Hall, home of the Tutorial
Center and Basic Skills staff.
Students who have taken one or
more of these remedial courses feel
that they help and know that the
professors care about them.
"The people were real supportive
and wanted me to learn," said jun
ior Allison Behr who took a basic
skills class the first semester of her
freshman year.
"I thought they were great and
they helped in many ways," said
freshman Kate Jeter who took a ba
sic skills class last semester.
UOP officials say they are com
mitted to continue helping students
that need it.
"It's simply not the case that ba
sic skills classes are for stupid people
anymore," said Schoenberg. "We all
qeed some help sometimes."

MP.
other form of birth control,
f*>
been found to hurt the fetus.
"Say you took the eight pii]s
you did become pregnant, and n
not your decision to have an ah
tion. It has not been found to ha!
the baby," said Grimes.
Even though the Morning.J
Pill is not related to the- abortion
ahr,*:- hi
RU 486, some of the studentson a
pus still see it as being controven
"I don't think it's right," said.
nior Laura Heartfield. She dedir
further comment.
Junior Monika Mikklesen saic
I think that it is OK when itisu>.
in rape cases, but I think that it b;
easy way out for students."
Katie Roza, a sophomore, said,
don't really believe in using that;
form of birth control because the:
you are dealing with whether you ;
killing a life or not. In rape cast,
could be OK, but I just think that::
an issue.

News in Brief

Study abroad
deadlines growing
close
The Office of Internationa! Pre (
grams announces that the last da
to submit applications to stud
abroad for the fall 1996 semesteri
Wed. Feb. 28. All students plannir:
to go abroad next semester must t>.
enrolled in Cross-Cultural Trainin;
I as well. The course begins on Feb
28, and lasts for seven weeks. The
course will be taught in George
Wilson Hall from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m
If you have any questions regarc
ing studying abroad or the court:
please call the Office of Interna
tional Programs at 946-2591.

UOP drafts new
mission statement
On Jan. 27 members of the
university community engaged ir
a day long retreat. Participants ir
eluded regents, administrators, fa.
ulty, staff, students, alumni, an^
members of the Stockton comm
nity. Together they brainstorm^
responses to open-ended quests
about the university: its identit
dreams, students, and market. Th
creators of the mission statemer
would now like to solicit resporv
from students and members oft'
university community. The fit1"5
discussion meeting will be heldc
Feb. 22 at noon in the Regents
room.
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iVomen in sport: Changes throuqhout decades
rcvFTH FORSYTHE
FORSYTHE,
VNEIH
v{D. FACSM
,cifican guest writer

_:_i
the risks wise minds attributed to
J!ftiVity' is astounding. Given
the additional structures of Victorian
mores where clothing was concerned
In the annals of women's enswimming appears to have been a
Ljvor, participation in sport has not
particularly Olympian feat for most
oved a place of esteem until rewomen. A male swimming instructor,
|V,(jv. For centuries the prevailing
curious about the conditions atten
tude was that the vigors of sport
dant on "the weaker sex" in attempt
'.•eunseemly for the.'gentler sex'. ing to bathe, wrote in 1903: "Just to
• marily because of perturbations
satisfy myself on the point of cos
Lined to take place in uterus.
tume, I once wore a close approxima
Summing up the medical
tion of the usual suit for women. Not
, mledgc of the time,.English phyuntil then did I rightly understand
..m D.H. Hollick wrote, at the bewhat a serious matter a few feet of su
jnning of the nineteenth century,
perfluous cloth might become in wa
<;tie uterus it must be remembered,
ter. In that gear, a swim of one hun
.thecontrolling organ in the female
dred yards was as serious a task as a
jodv, being the most excitable of all,
mile in my own suit."
.nd so is ultimately connected, by the
Conveniently overlooked, of
ramifications of its numerous nerves,
course, was the fact that, ever since
;:h every other part."
the landing of the Mayflower in
Seventy years later, another EnAmerica, and well before in the rest
tlish physician added dutifully to the
of the world, working women had not
jk of knowledge of women's physihad the luxury of suspending their
logv with the pronocement.
labors on account of the mere
Aomen are treated for diseases of
"monthly return" or, for that matter,
the stomach, liver, kidneys, heart,
as a result of childbirth. Nonetheless,
and lungs; yet, these diseases will be
this gaudily apparent fact escaped the
sound on investigation to be, in real
notice of physicians and others until
s', no diseases at all, but merely the
well into this century.
mpathetic reactions or the sympAmazingly, female physical edu
ms of one disease, namely, of the
cators were among the staunchest
nomb."
advocates of discouraging women's
Of special importance in this censports competition. The respected
iral theme attributed to women's
Senda Berenson warned her col
: ysiology was the "monthly return"
leagues in 1930 that "Women should
a the euphemism of the day. Refer
profit by the experience of our broth
ring menstruation, the New York
ers and save ourselves from allowing
physician, W.C. Taylor wrote in 1895
these objectionable features ("compe
" his respected book "A Physician
tition and ugly muscles"! to creep
unsels to Woman in Health," "We
into our athletics." As late as 1932,
nnot too emphatically urge the imthe Women's Division of the National
"tance of regarding these monthly
Amateur Athletic Federation fought
arns as periods of ill health, as days
strongly to exclude women from the
«hcn ordinary occupations are to be
Olympic Games. But the impetus pro
vided by the nght to vote and the
upended or modified. Long walks,
-icing, shopping, riding and parties
Roaring Twenties had given women
a new independence. With modest
nould be avoided at this time of
setbacks here and there, women's
nth invariably, and under all cir-wstances."
competition in sport made continu
ous advances, and their equality with
That women participated in athmen, at least as far as college athlet
3' endeavours at all, considering
41V
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coach in 1993 exhorted his female
athletes, in seemingly authorituive
handouts, to achieve body leanness
of a level comparable to elite male
marathoners, a virtually impossible
feat even if it were desirable.
The public health significance of
this misguidedness was presented to
the
American
College
of
Sportsmedicine in 1995. 66% young
women in 'image sports' such as
dance, track, figure skatng and gym
nastics were found to have some combination of disordered eating,
amennorhea, and osteoporosis. The
intertwined physiology of these en
tities, now identified as "The Female
Athlete Triad" is fundamentally a syn
drome of attitude - a dangerous one
if you happen to be an athletic young
female. It is concerning because of the
numbers of young women now
known to be affected, starving for an
unachievable body image. Alarm
ingly, some of the effects of this
stnving, as in osteoporosis in young
women, may Ik* irreversible.
As we reflec t humorously on the
notions of our Victorian colleagues,
we may be providing new examples
for the turn of a new century.

Car theft
continued from page 1

car burglary, possession of burglary
tools and possession of stolen prop
erty. Floyd, an unemployed transient,
had a previous warrant of 20,(XX) dol
lars out for his arrest on burglary
charges, said Houston. He was also
taken in on suspected drug charges.
Houston predicts that the bur
glaries will decline in the immediate
future. "I think they'll taper off since
we have them in custody," he said. If
the burglaries continue at a high rate
then police will assume that the two
men weren't the only car burglars,
Houston said.
"We know we have the right ones
for this crime," said Houston.
All of the most recent burglaries

have taken place in a small area. One
car was broken into while parked in
front of the ow net's sorority house
another was damaged while parked
in front of the president's home on
Presidents Drive. Four cars were bur
glarized in Tot 7, located behind the
fraternities and sororities.
"I expected it," said one student
whose car was broken into who asked
not to be identified. "It's just some
thing that you expect to happen to
you at this school."
Another student commented on
the sorority circle burglary. "I am re
ally surprised that it could happen
right in front of the sorority house. I
thought this would be the safest place
on campus."

INTERNET!

California Fresh
•C • A • F

^
ics was concerned, was codified in the
Titie IX act of 1972.
I"hen opposite, but equally omi
nous forces began to surface. If
partcipation by women in sport at the
turn of the century was tepid, at the
end of the century it has become fer
vent. But women, particularly in the
image concious sporst of gymnastics,
figure skating and track, now face the
dual imperatives of "Win," and "Re
tain Ideal Body," where 'ideal body'
is often defined by concepts as for
eign to real physiology as the notions
attached to women's wombs 100
years ago. Athletes, coaches and in
some cases, even sports organizations,
adopt arbitrary body weights and
standards of leanness as part of a rigid
dogma of performance, overlooking
physiologic facts in a manner remi
niscent of an earlier era.
Women marathoners from sev
eral Olympic Games achieving the
top performances have had liody fat
compositions, the measure of lean
ness, ranging widely. Data from other
sports indicate that all elite athletes'
body fat indexes fall into a range that
defies absolutes.
Yet an Olympic figure skating

A CALIFORNIA fresh TAQUERIA
World's Firs! Oyster Burrito
Fresh Fish Tacos
Jumbo Garlic I'rawns
Rotisserie Chicken
Fresh Squeezed Lemonade

DRIVE THRU ESPRESSO
Phone Orders 952-6261
4601 Pacific Ave.
(one block scxitb ol March Lane)
We accept
ATM. VISA. Discover & MasterCard

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

Save time on research & homework.
See things not published anywhere else.
Communicate zvith the world.
28. S modems. PPP access.
Direct Internet Dial-up Access!
Get EMAIL & the World Wide Web.

Call for UOP Student Special
800) 446 - 7322 In Reach Internet, Stockton, CA

fl
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT

H

I

FEB. 8 - FEB. 14, 1996
Prepared by Jerry Houston
BURGLARY
•Grace Covell-Feb 14Loss unknown
•Farley House-Feb 14-Radio

I *
lw:

Mf

I
if

Cn-np column

AUTO BURGLARY
•Lot #7 (behind fraternities)Feb 9-Stereo
•Lot #21 (Sorority Circle)Feb 12-Stereo and cellular phone
•Grace Covell (front parking
area)-Feb 12-Stereo and personal
items
•President's Drive-Feb 13-Loss
unknown
•Lot #7 (behind fraternities)Feb 13-Nothing taken;
$300 damage
•Lot #7-Feb 13-Stereo($500)
•Lot #7-Feb 13-Loss unknown
THEFTS
• Lot #4 (Long Theater)-Feb 8Parking permit
•Spanos Center-Feb 9-Cellular
phone
•Grace Covell-Feb 10-Backpack
and contents
•Grace Covell-Feb 11-Backpack
and contents($80)

S

U

M

VANDALISM
•Townhouses-A section-Feb 9Broken window
•Atchley Way-Feb 9-Air let out of
the tires
•Lot #22 (Fraternity Circle)-Feb
11-Two subjects urinated on
another's vehicle
•Casa Werner-Feb 11-Graffiti on
the second floor
•Lot #22 (Fraternity Circle)-Feb
13-Body damage to parked
vehicle
TAMPERING WITH FIRE
ALARMS SYSTEMS
•Grace Covell-Feb 9-Pull station
activated
•Grace Covell-Feb 11-Pull station
activated
•Grace Covell-Feb 11-Pull station
activated
MISCELLANEOUS
•President's Drive-Feb 10-Fights
and alcohol violations
•Sigma Alpha Epsilon-Feb 10Subjects attempting to "crash"
a party

M

E

R

EMPLOYMENT

•Off Campus-Feb 11Reckless driving
•Grace Covell-Feb 12-Burning
incense activated fire alarm
•Pacific Circle-Feb 13-Two sub
jects arrested; on an outstanding
burglary warrant, possession of
drug paraphernalia, and auto
burglary
DID YOU

KNOW?

During this period of time, Pub
lic Safety officers provided 77 hours
of foot patrol to the campus, pro
vided 15 escorts, found 2 open win
dows/doors, contacted 13 suspicious
persons, investigated 8 suspicious
circumstances, and cited 2 individu
als with open alcohol containers.
Officers also assisted 15 stranded
motorists.
If you have any inquires about
any of the information provided in
this report, you are encouraged to
contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate
Director of Public Safety at 946-2537
or Extension 2537 from campus
phones. You may also call anony
mously to report any suspicious cir
cumstances or persons.

Internships
lead to jobs
EDIE FERNANDEZ
Pacifican guest writer
When Stacey Ollar decided to
tern last summer, at Andersen C
suiting she never dreamed that
experience would have such an
pact on her life.
Ollar, who graduated lastD®
ber with a bachelor's degree incc
puter science, was hired as a compi
analyst at Andersen Consulting
fore she graduated.
When Ollar decided to get an
ternship, she was looking for an
perience that would give her an e.
in the marketplace and allow he:
apply her education to the real wc
"I always knew that 1 wantec
be in the technical field, but I
never even considered consultin
a career," said Ollar. "My interns
really opened up my options."
The biggest qualification for
internship with Andersen, a fort.
500 company with locations wo:
wide, was her knowledge of thee
pany.
"Every chance I got, I showed:

see Co-op pa^t

Toot Sweets Bakery Cafe
HIGHEST QUALITY • MADE FROM SCRATCH
DESSERTS & LIGHT MEALS

n
FREE
I
rntu
|
i (single) espresso, latte, |
mocha or cappuccino

with lunch or dinner ,
toot sweets^
withI this coupon
^VVIII

4755 Quail Lakes Dr.
(at March Lane)
Stockton, CA 95207
474-6692 FAX 474-6693
306 East Main St.
(in the Marketplace)
Stockton, CA 95202
465-7884 FAX 465-7885

Pacific Athletic Foundation Member

Yosemite Concession Services Corp.

E
a>

offers you the opportunity to live & work in one of the
world's most beautiful sites. The "Yosemite Experience" is a
tradition of exceptional guest service. If you have the ability
to work hard and smile, now is your chance to join our team.

A representative will be on campus

Ttiesday, February 27,h, 1996.
We will be accepting applications for a variety of
positions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.
Housing available for applicant only.
For further information and an application contact your
Career Placement Center.
All Applicants will be subject to pie-employment drug testing.

Yosemite Concession Services Corp.

For Solutions ToYour Business & Personal

COMPUTER NEEDS

a

SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR

£

Authorized Dealer For:

IHIV1

Computers & Accessories
Complete Network Support

Thnl HEWLETT

Kxl PACKARD

brother

Printers • Modems • Software

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS
Fr-3

SHARP-

gk COMPAQ
B#B
.^1 Packard Bt*

Mac & IBM Compatible

Human Resources Department
P.O. Box 578
Yosemite, CA 95389
EOE
(209) 372-1236
A A P'M/F/IW/VV
4*4 AV4* h-td * A U4 A bV* UJUYIKYJU

©

Call Us First

Add-On Cards • Custom Cables
We Sell New & Used Computers

We Deliver Call

r7r'iU)^

704 West Swain Road • Stockton, California

1

falumn- Can I get in trouble fnr this ?

SiPerils of apartment livinq
S5S:,,rs,Tii,t

' 5 d CARRIE
\RRIE HAYWARD
pacifican staff

er

:e

k°Wto

writer

My recent transition from dorm
to apartment life brought with it

many shocking realizations. For in>'3iice, Idiscovered that food comes
What from several places other than pizza
sue an
boxes and huge steel vats manned by
grumpy people in aprons and
las'
hairnets.
I also learned that the bathroom
iac
is not staffed by Benevolent Bath
lsu^;.,
room Brownies who clean the place
while I sleep and it's my job to face
the man-eating mildew blob before
:fyan» it gains the ability to form complete
leianet; sentences. But I'll save that and my
theory that Manuel the Escaped Con
re-lwoft: vict is actually hiding under my
w-nted; roommate's ceiling-high pile of laun
htlha dry for another day.
s Itinia
According to my mother, I am
^msr now expected to make my own food,
and no, Beenie Weenies don't count!
Wit This means that I have to go... (in!
rfoitQserf Dragnet theme here) GROCERY
wor)} SHOPPING.
lecoo

lder-H>,

According to my mother• I
am now expected to make
my own food, and no,
Beenie Weenies don't
count.
WhenIannounced to my room
mate I was off to shop at our local
Luckys Brand Supermarket she gave
me a look as though I'd saidI do my
shopping at someplace with a name
like "Hitler's." I was then informed
that absolutely no one who walks
upright shops at Luckys because, conharv to my belief that it is the Low
rice Leader™, the store is actually
ridiculously overpriced, in addition
t0being the Origin of All Evil.
Apparently I'm supposed to be
topping at one of those national
wount chain stores with numbers
and single letters replacing English
°rds in the name (Food 4 Less, Pick
W Thru the Nose) and parking
,s Je size of some Asian countries,
hese stores are so big you check
a forklift at the door instead of a
°pping cart, and then the thing
m°utofgas when you're halfway
rn Ais'e 83 (Gangplanks to Gravy
• rgers), thenyou're stranded until
0t the walkie-talkie-toting man"
a
. scnds out a rescue party conma rf five employees who can distie an(? reassemble the forklift in
ran five minutes but can't tell
;3u fre to find swizzle sticks be
ll nt not tbe'r fiePartrnent-"
line riu t'me * 8ot to the checkout
keen forced to eat half the

r

Features
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Co-op
continued from page 6

The Pacifican

of my league," said Ollar. "But I real
ized that the other interns were just
oM°WLedge about Andersen," said
like me."
Ollar. "This shows employers you re
Ollar began to adapt to her new
ally are interested in working for their
surroundings quickly by observing
«>ad I'd made
because th^e iT
company and gives you the competi
the office atmosphere.
essed one of the most moving distive edge."
"I watched how people dealt with
Ollar's internship began with a
ever seem"™" kindness 1 think I've
their peers and supervisors, how they
three-day, expense-paid trip to Chi
dealt with problems," she said. "This
The person in front of me wa,
cago, where she attended a student
was the best way for me to adjust."
leadership conference at one of the
loenyr'TeSted in Phasing a gab
She soon decided that she really
n container of Ernie andJulio's Bar
company's employee universities.
wanted a job at Andersen Consulting
gain Bucket O' Booze but had "for
When she returned to her intern
and worked hard to achieve her goal.
gotten" his ID. (and his growth ho,
ship site in Menlo Park, she immedi
Although she was an intern, she was
mones, apparently,. WitS a com™,
ately went to work.
treated
as an employee, Ollar said.
sion rarely seen, the man behind me
VVhile the office atmosphere was
"I was expected to perform as a
stepped forward and said, "Duuuude,
friendly and welcoming, Ollar's tran
full-time employee, not as a student,"
I H buy it fer ya!"
sition from student to intern / em
said Ollar. "Clients, for instance, did
Now, you may be saying, "What's
ployee was not easy.
not even know I was an intern.
so damn hilarious about that" I'd
During the first two weeks, Ollar
Ollar advocates the benefits of the
name my FIRST BORN after that guy!"
felt somewhat overwhelmed by the
internship experience and encourages
fast-paced business world.
?Tl> of course, completely
anyone considering an internship to
right, Mr. Johnny Walker, sir — please
She was also concerned by the
"Go for it!"
put that broken bottle down.
fact that the other interns were from
For information about Co-op or
the big schools like Stanford, UC Ber
I, on the other hand, laughed so
Internship opportunities contact Jody
hard I nearly dropped my Beenie
keley, UCLA, Notre Dame, and Cal
Smith at the Co-op/Internship office
Weenies.
Poly.
at 946-2273.
"At first I felt intimidated and out
,.

^

Terad

The right placefor you.

Q

eradyne is the right place for people
like Regan Mills. It's a stimulating

environment that challenges people every
day. You're free to do the things you think
need to be done, with a minimum of
rules, regulations, and bureaucracy. We
want people who don't need to be led by
the hand. We want talented, bright people
with new ideas and the initiative to give
those ideas a shot.
You'll have plenty of opportunity at
Teradyne. We're an $800 million electron
ics company that competes in tlie global
market, working with the world's largest
comp;uiies. Our technology is unmatched,
and our commitment to Total Quality
Management is unwavering. In other
words, we're big... but not too big!
If y ou want to leant more about your
place at Teradyne, visit your Career
Services Office or check out our home
page on the Internet's World Wide Web at
http://www.teradyne.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

;

Carrie Gulbransen
Opinion Editor
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946-2115

Letters to the Editor

Special treatment for athletes?
Dear Editor,
I just read Justin Kern's letter
("Student angry with professor's lack
of support," Feb. 8) and am very dis
appointed that this guy is mad at Dr.
Lau for not excusing athletic misses.
Who does this guy think he is? Why
do athletes deserve special deals and
stuff? Heck, there's been times when
I would of liked to miss class for some
thing important but couldn't. Ihere

J

Dear Editor,
This is in response to the letter
you received about one student's an
ger towards a teacher and her policy
on attendance. What did he expect
to gain by such a slanderous letter,
especially when he didn't supply all
the facts? My guess, he was looking
for pity, because he seemed bothered
that Dr. Lau wasn't going to give him
the preferential treatment he's used
to as a member of a men's team sport.
I'm not stupid, I know it exists, and
I'm tired of seeing some students
pushing professors around...I would
like to point out the inaccuracy of his
statement that he would only miss a
few classes, even though it's baseball
season...If you want to just turn in
your homework as it's due, you might
Dear Editor,
1 would like to respond to the stu
dent letter in the Feb. 8 issue. Justin
Kern claimed that I was not support
ive of my students because my atten
dance policy precluded him from tak
ing my course, and I was unwilling
to "work with him and the other ath
letes" to allow him to take the course
in spite of his absences. Indeed, he
wrote that these absences amounted
to "a couple of conflicting dates with
baseball." He implied that, since he
was a junior, it was impossible to re
arrange his schedule.
First, I would like to clarify what
might be misleading to the readers of
his letter. The form he brought me
from the athletic director's office
listed six conflicting dates, not, as he
said, "a couple" conflicting dates.
Therefore, considering that this class
meets twice a week, his schedule
amounted to three full weeks of
missed classes (assuming that he
would never get sick or have any
other emergency conflicts.) There is
an athlete in this class, but his sched
ule does not have the number of con
flicting dates, and he has remained
in fhe .class, Jt is important to mote.

\.l'

course in the Teacher Credential Pro

r>r\11arr£
is no reason why colleges
can't get
together and arrange one time for all
the games to be and then athletes
need to work their schedule around
it. 1 teach on Wednesday evenings
and have had to rearrange my sched
ule so not to miss it. Athletes do not
deserve special treatment. It isn't fair.

(Author asked for name to be withheld)
as well do correspondence school
through the mail! This class is offered
in the Fall, and I believe he knows
this, so why did he publicly harass
Dr. Lau when she is only making sure
that he is as dedicated to the class and
his career choice as she is? Founda
tions for Teaching is an important
class, which, in my busy schedule, I
have managed to take a whole semes
ters worth. It's too bad he takes core
courses for the School of Education
so lightly...Take a better attitude to
wards your career choice, or change
it, because taking it out on dedicated
professors like Dr. Lau is not the way
to positively influence people.

Cartoon by Frank Flaherr,

Question of the Week

If you had one quarter and could call anyone,
who would you call?

Sincerely,
Amber Hubback
gram, multiple sections of this course
are offered each semester. One of the
sections is offered in the evening and
I suggested to this student that he
enroll in that section which would
not conflict with his schedule. Un
fortunately, he remained adamant
about staying in my section.
As you know, UOP is unique in
offering small interactive classes and
interaction between professor and
students. How can one "make this
up?" How does one recreate a class
discussion outside of class even if one
met with the professor on an indi
vidual basis? When we are talking
about helpful and supportive teach
ers, we are also talking about the help,
support, and guidance one gets
within the classroom. I speak for all
professors here who work hard to pre
pare classes and guide students to be
in class, and that is why, in the School
of Education, we offer so many sec
tions of teacher preparation courses.
This is why the State Department of
Education in California recognizes
and respects our credential program.
Sincerely,
Estelle Lau, Ph.D.

Professor, Schoof-of Education-

"I'd call Jimmy's and see
who's bartending."
Hillary Lannan, Junior

"I'd call my mom because I
haven't called in two weeks.
Ryan Banta, Freshman

"It's a local call—so I'd have
to call a movie theater."
Annie Wallace, Sophomore

"I'd call Katie Roza in Tri
Delt and tell her to wear her
Team Hummer sweatshirt.
Jenny Turner, Sophomore

"Someone who cares."
Charles Miller, Senior

"Someone who d o e s n 't care
Hormaz Jangi, Senior
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u Sam's Cafe<
Chinese & American C u i s i n e

*

T 'neniaCat Enterprises

PLAZA CINEMA

.

Student Dental Plan!

5757 PACIFIC AVE. 478-596c
BARGAIN MAT.NEES 0AI1V At I

JAKE-OUT

buy one, get one

CATERING
FREE!
I
r, l -ca CT
from BBQ ribs.
13RhAls.r
A31 sweetchoose
& sour ^ or chickcn
LUNCH
DINNER
^

PLUS srir fried
vegetables, pork fried rice.
and pork chow mein.

UOP Special

I vrj Pacific Ave. Stockton. CA (209)466-5881

tiarnson FORD

xJLXA)

only $C l 700

THF

American
Sahrtttu ipgi PRESIDENT
«^*Luiil7RMOSD

DAILY. 12:30. 500.930PM

Zj /

per year

Save 30 - 60%

DA.LY:

EMMA THOMPSON

on your dental needs

SENSE and
SENSIBILITY ^

Top Ten List

Top 10 ways to tell
you are at a small
school

For information call

1-800 - 655 - 3225

DAILY: 1:30. 4:15. 7:00 9:30PM

10. Your lover is your
ex's best friend and
your best friend's ex.
9. You can go to ev
ery party on campus
and talk to every person
in 55 minutes.
8. Attendance and
tardies—enough said.
7. You complain
about walking to the
classroom building.
6. Summit workers
know you by your first
name and care about
your personal life.
5. Fall asleep in
class? Don't worry, your
teacher will wake you
up.
4. People find out
what and who you do
before you do it.

Just Made forStockton.

3. Uh ... Football
team.

At In-N-Out® Burger, we don't begin to make your hamburger
until after you've ordered it. We hand leaf our lettuce. We hand
slice our fresh tomatoes. And since we don't own a microwave,
a heat lamp or a freezer, you always know that a hamburger at
In-N-Out was just made for you.

2. They know what
kind of smokes you take
at the student store.

Visit us at:
2727 West March Lane at 1-5

\
MAflCH LANI

For thrnrxrM poo.cm|*«t?»»!•»•

NAhit IkirKiTs.aCaKfomin O.•rponition

Hot from the grill, not the microwave or heat lamp.
T„k

.IxW.

,Vi C.tk i .i-** a

j

-31 r.J'l'h! t 'A1

1. You can always
count on seeing some
one you know while
doing the "walk of
shame."
compiled by Landis Babcock

J'l \ V M.'A
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LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
FRRNHFURT
Europass
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Classifieds

$219
$249
$289
$229
$21

from

P

Flies aie from San Fiancisco. each man based on a...
purchase. Faies do no) include fedeial taxes and passenger
facilities charges, uihich can tulal between SI9.9S and $71.99.
depending on the destination, noi do Iheg include departure
charges paid ditecllq to to foieign governments, which con
total between $7 00 and $00.00. Int t Student 10 mag he re
quired. Fares are suject to change Restrictions applq

Council Travel
C'lEK: Council on International
educational Exchange

;

l

!
•

On the Web http.f/www.ciee.orgfcts/ctshome htm

1-800-2-C0UNCIL
(1-800-020-8624)

(

MISC.
Easy cholesterol- freed
cake recipe. Rush $3 +
SASA to: R. D. Jr. 2748
Branch St., Sacramento,
CA 95815.

model, approx 130K miles, in
mint condition, must sell, will
consider any reasonable offer.
Ask for Ted 478-7000 days, 9522100 eves.

FOR RENT
Share luxury condo-female.
Pool, jaccuzzi, exercise room.
Bicycle to campus. $300 plus
1/2 utilities 474-3880.

Raise $$$ - The Citibank
fundraiser is here to
help you! Fast, easy, no
risk or financial obliga
tion- Greeks, Groups,
Clubs, Motivated Indi Furnished room for rent -$275/
viduals, call now. Raise mo, Parkwoods area, share utili
$500 in only one week. ties, female preferred, call Peggy
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33. at 547-2764.

MARY REILLY

Manteca Bulletin set k
Tour guide, instructor, lifeguard,
rapher for weekend an-: s
hotel staff, firefighter + volun
weekday assignments
teer and government positions
Drew Voros 239-3531
available at National Parks.
Benefits + bonuses! For Out
door Employment Program call: Burns International V
(206) 971-3620 ext. N60431.
Services seeks PT empk Flexible hours. (
Fontaine
Dounglomth
Make Money Part/Full Time.
2239
or
fax
239-1882 f< t 4
Award-winning products. Ex
cellent pay. Parents, educators, tional infoandtoarran: home-schoolers. Free Info (209) view.

Ricque Ennis seeks S: 1
Therapists
to work v,
What is the Rapture? Will Jesus
Autisitc
children.
Ik
return to earth? Will there be
hours/weeks.
$6-7/hrs:t
nuclear war? What is Armaged
to
progress
to
$8-12/hr
|
don? Rev. J.P. Massey's book,
"The Coming Events," just re 883-7925.
leased, tells you. To order or for
info call (209) 333-6627
Tutor Center seeks Tutors

Room mates wanted in
WANTED
Manteca, large 4bdr house,
Country gal 37 Baptist.
$275-$300 per month, utilities
Never married. Mexi
included, clean, close to 15 & 99,
various subjects. $6/hr.
can. Seeks SWM 1/8
15mindrivetoUOP. (209)823tact Jane, 1st Floor Ban:
Indian 24-34. Lasting
PART-TIME/
1340 Ask George,
Hall.
Relationship. Virgo 9WORK STUDY JOBS
21 OK. Write to Cindy
UOP Annual Pacific Fund seeks
Vollstedt. 22012 NE JOBS
Telemarketing Associates. $6/hr For additional information
112 St. Liberty, MO
Students Needed! Earn up + bonuses. Mon-Thurs eve postings visit Career Sem,,
64068.
to $2,000+/mo. working for nings 6-9pm, flexible up to Second Floor McConchie IL
Cruise Ships or Land- Tour com 12hr/wk. Contact Julie or West Stadium, Stockton
panies + World Travel. Seasonal Annelys at 946-2500.
FOR SALE
95204. Phone (209) 946-2
and
Full-time
employment
FAX
(209) 946-2760.
4x4, Ford Bronco, lariat
model, full Size, 1982 available. Call: (206)971-3550
ext. C60431.

FINANCIAL. All)

R

UNFORGETTABLE

R

F/S/S: (12:00. 2:30.5:00) 7:40. 10:10

BROKEN ARROW

R

DEAD MAN WALKING

R

F/S/S: (11:45. 12:15. 2:15. 2:45. 4:45, 5:15)
7:15. 7:45. 9:45, 10:15
M-TH: (2:15, 2:45. 4:45. 5:15)
7:15. 7:45, 9:45. 10:15
F/S/S: (11:15. 1:50.5:00)7:40.10:15
M-TH: (1:50.5:00)7 40. 10:15

THE JUROR
DAILY: 7:30. 10:00

Priority application date

IIA1KCH I

MUPPETS TREASURE
G
ISLAND F/S/S: (11:30, 2:00. 4:30) 7:00. 9:15
M-TH: (2:00.4:30)7:00.9:15

LEAVING LAS VEGAS

R

F/S/S: (12:45, 3:00. 5:15) 7:40. 10:00
M-TH: (3:00,5:15) 7:40. 10:00

JUMANJI

PG
F/S/S: (11:45. 2:15,4:45)
M-TH: (2:15,4:45)

EX
Gift Certificates
Available at the Box Office

uVf'

rlrarg

333-6627.

F/S/S: (11:50. 2:10. 5:00) 7:15.9:50
M-TH: (2:10. 5:00) 7:40. 9:50

It
Cii.

I

•

955-5680

West l.anc

The Valley's Newest, Most Luxurious
.
Theatre is in your backyard!
( mncr of Wesl Lane & Swain. Stockton
Bargain Matinees in Stereo
Avoid the Lines! Buy your rickets up
to 2 days in advance at the Box Office
Secured Parking

I

a

Diana Pi
Classified Advert:
946-21

Presented in THX Stereo Sound
TIMES FOR 2/9-2/15

J

Financial Aid Office • Hand Hall
Open weekdays 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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r. Mirainga: Haven't we seen this before?
.|VYHIGHTOWER
I fican guest writer
Alien I popped Mr. Mirainga's
itled release into the CD player,
j no idea what I was in for. "Is
. .ng to be good?," I asked my•Am 1 going to be swept away
a universe of musical bliss?"
Atjusm inspired me in the begin, but sheer determination carried
hrough the end.
fasked to describe what musical
•Mr. Mirainga fits into, the closr hing to a specific description
d be Mindless Neo-Punk Pop
native Grunge Wanna-bees. In
• words, they sound like Green
' only without substance.
ho opening track, "Baglady," sets
- one for the 15 mind numbing
I ides that follow. "My vagabond
V she likes to dig/ Through trash/
• .minds me of my dear Nana/ I'm
e !' I'm afraid/That she turns me
' Yes, he fell in love with his
I dy, and I almost fell out of my
iiiL

turn's liner notes feature these
'file guys
Wt get me wrong, Mr. Mirainga
' have its bright moments. Basswlist Hedgie shines as he con'1!|y lays down hard-charging
ties necessary to make punk
•ork. And guitarist/vocalist
feno is an accomplished power
-tr with an attitude but don't ask
•os. Musically, the group blends
•f well. Lyrically and vocally,
' *ave a lot to be desired. Perhaps
:'e of sit-ins with a Mentor sec
ond put Mr. Mirainga on the
> writing music that people
listen to
/
other bright spot for Mr.
S3 is their liner. Although it has

Mr. Mirainsa sounds similar to Green

ay and Presidents of the United States.

nothing to do with the music, it is
an entertaining piece to look at. If I
could meet a member of the band, I
would smack him in the head and say,
"Look bud, I know you're not a total
slacker. Look at your liner, it's great!
Why can't you just do that with your
music?"
Mr. Mirainga is in the wrong place
at the wrong time. Had they released
this CD three years ago, they would
have beaten such groups as Green
Day and The Presidents of the United

States of America to the punch. This
category of music is so crowded with
bands trying to sound original, none
succeed. The angst card has been
played, the happy-go-lucky card has
been played, and groups like Mr.
Mirainga are destined to recycle the
material of their predecessors, leav
ing the listening public anxious for
something new.
There is a ray of hope for Mr.
Mirainga, and that hope lies in its
catchiness. In fact, as I'm writing this

I have the chorus "I'm burnin' rub
ber all over the whole world!" (from
the song Burnin' Rubber) barreling
through my head. In my opinion,
catchiness alone cannot make a band.
With some adjustments, perhaps Mr.
Mirainga can elevate itself to the next
level, showing everyone that they can
be more than just clones of their
peers.
I give this CD two stars, with op
timism that there will be a better fu
ture release.

1II
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Restaurant review

Toots Sweets offers treats
to satisfy your sweet tooth
CHRISTINA FLOWERS
Pacifican staff writer

'r
i ,i
t

w w

:(

X

not make my sandwich. Disap
pointed, I ordered a pizza croissant,
the difference in price caused a very
lengthy, inconvenient process of
Toots Sweets is not only a bakery,
voiding the cash register and filling
but a cafe, coffeehouse, and deli. It is
out a refund form. 1 felt like I was re
perfect setting for a light breakfast or
turning an item to a department
quiet study retreat over an Italian
store.
soda or a gourmet coffee.
However, the cashier was ex
Toots Sweets serves a variety of
tremely pleasant and patient. I was
deserts and pastries including crois
very impressed by the friendliness
sants, cookies, brownies, bagels, pies,
and attention of the service.
and muffins, all are made fresh daily.
I finally received my change and
The cafe menu consists of sand
croissant which the cashier thought
wiches, such as chicken pesto or a
fully offered to warm.
classic BLT. Salads ranging from a
I really tried to like it, but in all
simple green side salad to the house
honesty it was
chef specialty.
greasy, tough, and
There is also a
didn't taste much
wide variety of
better than a frozen
chili, quiche, and
pizza pocket or a
lasagna.Menu
7 =Avoid it, 2=Fair,
dinning
hall
prices vary, sand
3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding
calazone.
wich prices range
I would not rec
from $2.95 to
ommend the pizza
$5.25, while salads
range from $2.95 to $6.
croissant, but 1 definitely would not
Toots Sweets has a distinctive
overlook Toots Sweets.
home like feel. Sitting at the small
Everyone around me seemed to
square tables in wooden chairs, you
be enjoying their food. Two women
may feel like you are in your own
in the corner split a huge Chef salad
kitchen, eating Mom's special soup or
and the little boy at the next table
hot chocolate chip cookies straight
was smiling over the warm chocolate
from the oven.
chip cookies he shared with his
Although Toots Sweets is an in
grandfather.
formal bakery and cafe, there are no
In fact, every desert looked abso
waitresses you order your food and
lutely delicious. I had to restrain form
wait for it to be prepared. The sand
ordering the double chocolate fudge
wiches and bakery pastries are served
cake.
on real dishes and silverware.
Toots Sweets has a wide variety
I originally ordered a garden ba
of Italian sodas, coffee, espresso, and
gel sandwich consists of cream
specialty coffee drinks.
cheese, cucumber, tomato and onion.
After the recent cold rainy
Toots Sweets offers many such alter
weather, it is good to know that Toots
natives for vegetarian diets and also
Sweets offers a comfortable place to
many low and nonfat pastries and
warm yourself with a steaming cup
desserts.
of hot chocolate or a quiet alterna
After paying I was informed that
tive to studying in the library.
they had run out of bagels and could

J' l'J>
Multicolor
Custom Screenprinting
Embroidery
Special rates for
UOP Students
VISA - MASTER CHARGE
FAX# 467-0320

California Tees
1439 N. El Dorado #C (209)467-7624
Stockton,CA 95202

Fx

Christian Slater and Samantha Mathis team up to fight against a,
unimaginable menace in "Broken Arrow."

Movie review

No fixing 'Broken Arrow'
MATT ENGLEKEN
Pacifican staff writer
I hope John Travolta has a ter
rific chiropractor, because his back
must be killing him after carrying
his latest film, "Broken Arrow." Af
ter outstanding performances in
"Pulp Fiction" and "Get Shorty,"
Travolta once again delivers. Beyond
his portrayal Vic Deakins, an Air
Force pilot who pilfers nuclear weap
ons, the film does not fly.
Much has been said about
Travolta and his triumphant return
to the world of motion pictures. His
screen presence can not be denied.
The supreme confidence of his
Chilli Palmer character in "Get
Shorty" can be found here—only
magnified. Confidence turns into an
insane arrogance.
Travolta wears the black hat of
a villain like no one else has. He
transforms Deakins, an egotistical
nuclear highjacker, into an admi
rable guy.Ifound myself rooting for
him to follow through on his threat
of blowing up the Denver, Colorado
area.
Perhaps I was not pulling for
Travolta as much as pulling against
Christian Slater and his sidekick
Samantha Mathis. Slater plays felow Air Force pilot Riley Hale. After
?eing comrades on the ground as
well as the air, Hale finds himself
attempting to foil Deakins' plan of

complete nail care

Discount Ice Skating
at the Oak Park Ice Arena

8909 Thornton Road # 10
Stockton, CA 95209
209-951-3562

$18.00
Only
Full Set
$20.00
Acrylic
For
Nails
Pedicure
$25.00
and
sillk wrap
Manicure
or gel
For UOP Students
•Walk-ins and appointments welcome"

holding missiles for ransom.
Along the way, he teams up with
a Utah park ranger, played bv
Mathis. The two join forces andti
Travolta by truck, boat, and train, i
This would-be dynamic duo 8
Slater and Mathis is where the filn
crashes. These two are a feeble rem
carnation of Keanu Reeves anc
Sandra Bullock in "Speed." Mathis
completely destroys the integrity o: .
the film. She somehow evolves frorri
a little park ranger into the tougher 1
thing since Bridgette Neilsen in "Rec1
Sonja." Hello—I don't recall Yog 1
Bear teaching park rangers how to
kill green berets with a hammer
Mathis has no business even beini
in the film. Has Title IX surfacedint
Hollywood? This is an action Aid
Gender equity can take a break.
A small footnote to "Broken Ar
row:" football star turned analf
Howie Long makes his big screen
debut. Babe, stick to what you know
You were great as an Oakland and
L.A. Raider, you are great on Foxr
NFL telecasts, but as far as actors go
you are as the equivalent of the Bill
in the Super Bowl.
Despite its shortcomings, "Bro
ken Arrow" will unquestionably cast
in at the box office. This is a testi
mony to the star power of Travolta
not the merits of the movie. Do no
spend $6.50 at the theater for this
one. You will be better served by in
eluding it in a Blockbuster night.

Thl* coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE
ARENA. Is good only for Public Saaalona whon no oth«
promotions am In session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
WITH ONE PAID ADMISSION.

Signed.

Participant
One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION

3545 Alvarado Steet in Oak Park
Phone (209) 937-7432
f. i;)' ii it r Tu.V —
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*eat variety of new music out
EVVIS

can staff writer
Gin Blossoms
ongratulations I'm Sorry"
(A&M Records)
rating: 2 stars
[(member when "Hey Jealousy"
tame

i Jn't wait to hear the next single,
nen the next one came out, and the
: one, and the next, they all
ended the same. I still can't point
epr. i In out by name, because they all
n tr -j end so similar.
Oft The Gin Blossoms have an incredr
t sound, which they have mari
ed to its fullest potential. I believe,
I fcoer, that you can have too much
i i Vigood thing. The only thing that
ix
nped dramatically from song to
i i .r f t "New Miserable Experience"
Hi I the lyrics. With "Congratulations
Sorry," it's the same thing all over
rV n I couldn't even bring myself
nish the last two songs on the
:r m, because it seemed like 45 min
now II d the same song. It was disheartni "T, to say the least.
•odj ' comes down to this: if you resft fc, really, really like the Gin BlosB ':i Jnd their last album, go buy this
It will probably magnify your
Br
you buy this album hoping that
I be better or even more interFH than the last one, you'll only
•disappointed.
his

Noise Addict
"Meet the Real You"
(Grand Royal)
rating: 3 1/2 stars
Noise Addict made a name for it
self two years ago when lead singer
Ben Lee released the single "I Wish I
Was Him," about Lemonheads'
frontman Evan Dando. No one
would've thought twice about Ben's
song becoming a hit, except for the
fact that he was only a high school
student.
The band is still in high school,
which provides them with as perfect
a view of teen angst as there is. One
listen through "Meet the Real You"
will have you hating ABC for cancel
ling "My So-Called Life" again.
Unlike some bands who profess
their knowledge of life's experiences,
Noise Addict admits it doesn't know
everything. Songs like "16" and
"Boyfriendship" almost hurt to listen
to, but it's comforting to know that
everyone goes through the same ado
lescent crud.
Noise Addict sounds a little
punkish, but not raucous. This means
that they can rock without being ob
noxious, unlike some of radio's cur
rent favorites.
They can
also write fairly
strong melodies
that stick in
your head all
day. "My Pa
thetic Friend" is
incredibly
catchy, with
"Exorcism
Baby" running
a close second.
The production
isn't the best,
but "Meet the
Real You" is still
Noise Addict
worth getting.

Jars of Clay
self-titled
(Silvertone/Essential)
rating: 4 1/2 stars
Before I was even given a chance
to listen to Jars of Clay, my friend
asked, "Don't you like Toad the Wet
Sprocket? Listen to this..."
Sure enough, they sound an aw
ful lot like Toad. In fact, it's hard not
to notice how similar the harmonies
and string arrangements are. How
ever, there is one glaring difference.
Jars of Clay sings about God.
I have to admit, Jars of Clay is the
first Christian-genre band that I've
really, really liked in a long time, or
maybe even ever. These guys are in
credible. No, not just because they
sound like Toad, but because they are
capable musicians, and the music
stands on its own. You don't have to
listen to the CD just for the message.
Bes i d e s
having a
gazillion
different
instru
ments
n d
music i a n s
featured
on the
Jars of Clay
CD, Jars
of Clay
has top-notch production. Adrian
Belew produced two of the singles,
but the rest, done by the band itself,
are just as slick.
If you're a non-Christian and feel
ing rather skeptical, only a couple of
songs are overboard in their praise of
God. Most of them have basic mes
sages of love, hope, and help. Chris
tian-music fans will find Jars of Clay
a welcome addition to their collec
tions.

University of the Pacific Department of Philosophy

How To Be An
Effective Peacemaker
66'

COLMAN MCCARTHY

I

Founder and Director of the
Center for Teaching Peace
-Washington,-D.-C.--

99

Monday, February 26, 1996 - 7:30 pm
Long Theater
Free Public Lecture • v
k
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1 Advice column

Ask Pebbles
and Barn-Bam
Dear Pebbles and Barn-Bam,
I'm having serious problems
keeping my grades up. Last semes
ter I got a really low GPA and I
think I'm heading that way again
this semester. Should I change my
major? Lose my social life? Help!
—Grappling for Grades
Dear Grappling,
Lose your social life? You are
getting desperate. Don't worry, it's
early enough in the semester to get
on the right track. There are quite
a few resources on the campus that
can help you out. First of all, if you
aren't sure about your major you
should make a trip to the Career
Services office in McConchie Hall.
They can help you decide what
your interests are and what you are
good at. Once this is decided you
can talk to your student advisor or
faculty advisor about your sched
ule. You can also go to the Tutorial
Center in Bannister Hall or you can
get together with someone else in
the class. Most of all you need to
get motivated and learn time man
agement so you can get your grades
up and keep your social life!
—Pebhles and Bam-Bam
Dear Pebbles and Bam-Bam,
My boyfriend and I have been
together for quite awhile now and
everything is going great, except
for one thing; my boyfriend is se
riously possessive! He is suspicious
of my guy friends and complains
about any outfit that is not con
servative. 1 have never given him
a reason to act this way, so why
doesn't he trust me?
—Guiltless Girlfriend
Dear Guiltless,
Trust is one of the most impor
tant things in a relationship and if
that is lacking you have a serious
problem. This problem is not with
you but with the self-esteem of
your boyfriend and his insecurity
in the relationship. My suggestion
is that you sit down with your boy
friend and explain to him that his
distrust upsets you and that there
is no reason for it. If you do not
resolve this conflict now, it will
only get worse and neither one of
you will be happy.
—Pebbles and Bam-Bam
Are you seeking advice but don't
know where to turn? Write to Pebbles
and Bam-Bam at The Pacifican, Third
Floor, Hand Hall. Or email us at
Pacifican@vms 1 .cc.uop.edu
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CALENDAR SECTION
and complimentary refreshments will be
served.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.
"The Diviners." Delta College StudioThe
ater. Delta College. 8 p.m. $8; $6 (seniors/
students/children) 474-5110
The Stockton Chorale will perform
Beethoven Colla Voce at the Cathedral
of Annunciation. 8 to 10 p.m.

Peace activist, writer,
lecurer Caiman McCarthy,
will present the Pope John
XXIII Lecture on Monday,
Feb. 26 in the Long Theater
at 7:30 p.m. The lecture
"How To Be An Effective
Peacemaker," is based on
McCarthy's life which has
been devoted to teaching
peace and also includes a
24-minute film. Free.

Children's Concert: Banana Slug String
Band, 10 a.m., 1 and 7:30 p.m. Scottish
Rite Temple, 33 W. Alpine Ave. $6-$7.50.
462-2536.

Saturday February 24
ON CAMPUS

The Drama and Dance Department pre
sents the musical play "Baby," at 8 p.m.
in Long Theater. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tickets.

Thursday February 22

22 for more details.

ON CAMPUS

National Society of Black Engineers 2nd
Annual Quiz Bowl. McCaffrey Center
Theater, 11 p.m.

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Dangerous
Minds." Michelle I'feiffer stars as Louanne
Johnson in the dramatic true story of a
compassionate ex-Marine who leaves be
hind 10 years in the service to become
an inner-city high school teacher. Chal
lenging to her colleagues and inspiring
to her students, she must fight to change
a complacent school system that is fail
ing to make students think. Rated R.
McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m. Gen
eral admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12, free to UOP students
with valid stickers.
"Spotlight of Africa" will be held in the
Bechtel Center. Noon to 1 p.m.
Michael Ballam, Utah State University
professor and general director of the Utah
Festival Opera Company will perform a
vocal recital in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. 8 p.m. $11; $12 (at the door). 4742122.
UPBEAT presents a special comedy show
featuring UOP's own Dr. Alan Ray with
special guests Tony Morewood and Brian
Mallow. 7 p.m., inside the Summit. Free.

OFF CAMPUS

The Ripon Chamber of Commerce will
be having the 34th Ripon Annual Al
mond Blossom Festival. 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Ripon.
The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
Robert T. McKee Student Art Exhibition.
The exhibit runs through March 31 in the
Upper and Lower West Galleries. The
Haggin Museum is open from 1:30 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Free. A donation of $1 for children and
seniors and $2 for adults is suggested.

Friday February 23
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Dangerous
Minds." McCaffrey Center Theater,
8 p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers. See Feb.

OFF CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Dangerous
Minds." McCaffrey Center Theater, 8 p.m.
General admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12, free to UOP stu
dents with valid stickers. See Feb. 22 for
more details.

The Ripon Chamber of Commerce will
present the 34th Ripon Almond Blossom
Festival. Various locations in Ripon. 5997519.

Ski Trip to Kirkwood: $23 per person. In
cludes transportation and lift ticket. Sign
up at ASUOP.

The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
Robert T. McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 22 for more details.

The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See Feb.
22 for more details.

The annual February presentation - a
show for lovers and friends. Virginia
Chen directs this mix of musical theater,
cabaret and pop standards. Joining her
are Mark Ziemann, Valerie Andersen, and
Connie Rill with Matthew at the piano.
Le Bistro Restaurant, 1-5 and Benjamin
Holt Drive. For dinner dessert shows call
956-4816. $20-$40.

The Stockton Civic Theater presents "The
Piano Lesson." See Feb. 23 for more de
tails.

OFF CAMPUS

"The Diviners." Delta College Studio The
ater. 8 p.m. $8; $6 (seniors/students/chil
dren). 474-5110

Blackwater Cafe: Acoustic music, 9 p.m.
912 N. Yosemite St. 943-6938..

Modesto Symphony: Family concert, 4
p.m. Modesto High School Auditorium,
First and H streets, Modesto. $6-$12. 5234156.

Sky Tour: Moon, Open Clusters, Orion
Nebula, 7 p.m., parking lot Clever Plan
etarium, Delta College. Free.

Blackwater Cafe: Comedy- Bill Braudis,
Charles Quails, 9 p.m. 912 N. Yosemite
St. 943-6938.

Stockton Civic Theater Presents "The Pi
ano lesson" 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 to $12,
$8 to $10 (seniors/students) To make res
ervations call the box office any time, day
or night and up to curtain time on any
performance night. Call 473-2400. Box
office hours are 1 to 5 p.m. 2312 Rose
Marie Lane. The play is about a black man
who arrives at his sister's home in 1936
Pittsburgh to claim a family heirloom, a
piano he and she own and on which a
slave ancestor has carved much of the
family history. He wants to sell it in or
der to buy and work on the same Missis
sippi farm which their family had been
slaves and sharecroppers. She wants to
keep the piano as a sentimental shrine to
the family's suffering. Their confronta
tion-fueled by friends, family and a very
real ghost-is at the heart of this drama.
The show is crowded with humor, black
history, tall tale telling, music and danc
ing. Audiences will be treated to a precurtain mini gospel singing competition

Davis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.
The Ripon Chamber of Commerce pre
sents the 34th Almond Blossom Festival.
Various locations in Ripon. 599-7519.

McCaffrey Center Movie:
Minds." McCaffrey CenterThea: -2
General admission is $3, $1.50fui
and children under 12, free to .
dents with valid stickers. See Ft-:
more details.

OFF CAMPUS

"The Diviners." Delta CollegeSti i,jj
ater. 8 p.m. $8; $6 (seniors/student* i
dren). 474-5110.
r
The Stockton Civic Theater presents'!
Piano Lesson." 2 p.m. matinee yd
23 for more details.
Music at the Museum: Wolfg^nr.
Nicholette Fetsch, piano/violin, 3 j,
Haggin Museum. 1201 N. Pershinc ^
Free. 462-4116.
Ozzy Osbourne, Korn, Deftones j
p.m. Oakland Coliseum. $25,952-27
Davis Musical Theater: "The Kinge,.
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St.,
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-X4,
The Haggin Museum presents the •
McKee Student Art Exhibition. Set '«
22 for more details.
The Ripon Chamber of Comment
sents the 34th Almond Blossom h<
Various locations in Ripon. 599-75:
Poetry Night: Paula Sheil, 7 p.m. Be m
& Noble Bookstore, 660 W. MarchLi
Free.
Brunch for art: Brookside Countrs (
3603 St. Andrews Drive. Brunch, r
$15; art preview, 1-2 p.m.; auction
p.m.

Monday February 26
OFF CAMPUS

Davis Musical Theater: "The King ar
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., i
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3 -'

Tuesday February 21
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Tuskegee
men." 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center The.
General admission is $3, $1.50for sen
and children under 12, free to L OP
dents with valid stickers.

Tuesday World Forum: "Music The
in the British Isles"; Audree 0 C
associate professor of music theraps
Accompaniment by George Buckl
ing Conservatory dean, UOP. No "
p.m. Bechtel Center. Free to l()| •
dents, a $2 to $3 donation for othi>
946-2591 for information.

Teacher Recognition Day. Symposium
On: Perspectives in Multicultural Educa
tion, Thematic Integrated Education and
Creating a Children's Book, Noon to 2
p.m. Meet the authors, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Barnes & Noble bookstore. 660 W.
March Lane. Free.

San Francisco Symphony previo
James Stern, UOP, 10 a.m. Recital I
UOP. Free. 477-7973.

Sunday February 25

Free and Confidential H.I.V. teste 8 p.m. at the Health Center. Qu' '
Call 946-9315.

ON CAMPUS

The Drama and Dance Department pre
sents the musical play "Baby," at 5 p.m.
in Long Theater. Call 946-2116 to reserve
tickets.

OFF CAMPUS

The Haggin Museum presents te
Robert T. McKee Student Art Exhio
See Feb. 22 for more details.
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CALENDAR SECTION
Lusical Theater: "The King and I."
-v Theater, 616 Second St., Davis,
(seniors/students). 916-756-3682.

vieiA

r
Woi

unento Opera: "Aida," 7:30 p.m.
munity Center Theater, Sacramento.
%. 916-264-5181.

hK.Utiesday February 28

S/sWeH

N-

CAMPUS

I jlfrey Center Movie: "Tuskegee Air1
8 p.m. McCaffrey Center Theater.
mj| admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
!tfd
children under 12, free to UOP stu" s with valid stickers.

jnd Confidential H.l.V. testing, 9 to
fl<nn, ] J t
jiu at the Health Center. Questions?
PffhinjS 1946-2315.
IF CAMPUS
Stockton Civic Theater presents "The
no lesson." Special Children's Mati. 9:15 a.m. See Feb. 23 for more de-

;
;
n

*,9 f

Seef.

"V Haggin Museum presents the 65th
sec Student Art Exhibition. See Feb.
I ;(or more details.

Friday March 7

ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Too Wong Fu
n m M r^f^^ing Ju^ Newmar." 8
pun. McCaffrey Center Theater. General
S3' 51 50 for
?^M1SS1°n
and
children under 12, free to UOP students
details

stickers-

^ Feb- 29 for more

Opera: "Ariadne auf Naxos." 8 p.m Fave
Spanos Concert Hall. Tickets are on sale
at the UOP Box Office. SI5, $20, $30. Stu
dents are half-price. Proceeds will ben
efit the Haggin Museum. 946-2474. Some
of the opera will be in German but they
will also sing part in English. The story
of Ariadne auf Naxos comes for a mythi
cal time when men and women might
be Gods or just as easily be turned into
trees, in this opera there is a second story
in which a troupe of 17th Century comedic actors spoof the serious story of
Ariadne. At the same time the poor Com
poser of the serious opera is mocked for
his pride.

OFF CAMPUS
The Stockton Civic Theater presents "The
Piano Lesson." 8 p.m. See Feb. 23 for more
details.

•vis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
sity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis,
jler«| j; J8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.
i Festii
m I - Schipper, owner of Upgrade Corn

The Haggin Museum presents the 65th
McKee Student Art Exhibition. See Feb.
22 for more details.

er Training will do a demonstration
p. Ban Windows 95 and Microsoft Office. 7
fell
Barnes & Noble Bookstore, 660 W.
Lane. Free.

Davis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.

'hursday February 29
fi CAMPUS
eCaffrey Center Movie: "Too Wong Fu,
unks For Everything, Julie Newmar."
roffice favorites Wesley Snipes, Patrick
'Jyze and John Leguizamo play a trio
: cross-dressers on a cross country jourzdestined for the finals of a drag queen
Hest in L. A. This offbeat comedy feaw plenty of hilarious moments and a
• 'ofcolorful characters that includes a
'"-year-old woman named Clara who
pped talking about 35 years ago beshe found she had nothing left to
| • Bated PG-13. 8 p.m. McCaffrey Cen«Theater. General admission is $3,
'"for seniors and children under 12,
to UOP students with valid stickers.

f CAMPUS
'Stockton Civic Theater presents "The
pnoLesson." 7:30 p.m. See Feb. 23 for
details.
J Naggin Museum presents the 65th
.'.7* ^udent Art Exhibition. See Feb.
!,rmore

details.

sMusical

Theater: "The King and I."
Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
58 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.

:ty

' seller Chris Anderson will present
t Literary Society (Reading Group)
r-n Secrets" by Alice Munro. 7 p.m.
as & Noble Bookstor
MO VV. March Lane. Free.

c i laDe n c~ c

.! .
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Applications are due March 9 for the 26th
Annual Henry Holt Memorial Scholarship
Auditions: Foothill College in Los Altos
Hills. A cash award of $1,500 in memory
of Henry Holt will be given to the win
ner. Additional special awards of $500 in
memory of Dr.Jan Popper and from the
West Bay Opera Guild will also be made.
The competition is open to singers be
tween the ages of 18 and 26 who are in
terested in pursuing an operatic career.
Requests for application forms or other
inquiries should be addressed to: Henry
Holt Memorial Scholarship C
ommittee P.O. Box 1714 Palo Alto, Ca
94302.

Saturday March 2
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Too Wong Fu,
Thanks For Everything Julie Newmar." 8
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers. See Feb.
29 for more details.
Opera: "Ariadne Auf Maxos." 8 p.m. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. 946-2474. See
March 1 for more details.

Makrokosmos III of George Crumb, a concert with pianists Audrey Andrist
and Rex Cooper pictured above and percussionists Allen Brown and Ed Cloyd,
8 p.m. Faye Spanos Concert Hall. General admission is S3, free to UOP stuilents
and children under 12. Call 946-2415.
1 he Stockton Civic Theater presents "The
Piano Lesson." 8 p.m. See Feb. 23 for more
details.
Senior Showcase: Musical by performers
60 and over 2 p.m. Atherton Auditorium,
Delta College. $5, $6. 474-5110.
Music Marathon: Lincoln High School
Orchestras, 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Lincoln High
School Band room, 6844 Alexandria
Place. Concert 7 p.m. Free.
Davis Musical Theater: "The King and I."
Varsity Theater, 616 Second St., Davis.
$10; $8 (seniors/students). 916-756-3682.
Broadway Musical: Gypsy, the live Broad
way musical will play at Stockton's his
toric Fox Theater. The performance be
gins at 8 p.m. with a no-host bar open
ing at 6:30. Tickets can be purchased at
local Bass ticket centers for $20 and $25
or call (209) 952-BASS. Gypsy is a true tale
of life in the twenties in vaudeville, with
a music by Jule Styne and lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim. This engrossing and
dramatically riveting musical portrays the
early life of entertainer Gypsy Rose Lee
and her relatiortship with her domineer
ing mother. Hit songs include, "Let Me
Entertain You" and "Together, Wherever
We Go." Proceeds form the performance
will go to Planned Parenthood of San
Joaquin Valley, Inc.

Want an
event listed in
the
Calendar...
IT'S FREE!

OFF CAMPUS

How to "Read" African American Quilts:
Dr. Patricia Turner, Professor of African
American Studies at U.C. Davis will
present a slide lecture at the Haggin Mu
seum explaining the stories told by a va
riety of African American quilt patterns,
colors, fabrics and designs. 3 p.m. Haggin
Museum, 1201 N. Pershing Ave. 4624116. Free.
nr.c.
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Sunday March 3
ON CAMPUS

McCaffrey Center Movie: "Too Wong Fu,
Thanks For Everything Julie Newmar." 8
p.m. General admission is $3, $1.50 for
seniors and children under 12, free to
UOP students with valid stickers. See Feb.
29 for more details.
Stockton Concert Band: With the Fine
Arts Brass Ensemble, 3 p.m. Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, $4-$5, $2-$3 (students)

UOP Sports
times subject to change
Feb. 23
Tennis-M Sacramento State
Brookside Courts 1:30 p.m.
Baseball Southern Utah (2) Hebert
Field S p.m.
Basketball-W Long Beach State
Spanos Center 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 24
Tennis-W Washington State
Brookside Courts 11 a.m.
Baseball Southern Utah Hebert
Field 1 p.m.
Volleyball-M UCLA Spanos Center
5 p.m.
Feb. 25
Basketbali-W UC Santa Barbara
Spanos Center 2 p.m.
Feb. 27
Softball Hawaii ( 2 ) Simon! Field

Call Christi at

i <o4 i'.>q r

The Haggin Museum presen
ts the 65th McKee Student Art Exhibition.
See Feb. 22 for more details.

i_

Feb. 28
Softball Hawaii (2)
Feb. 29
Basketball-M Cal State Fullerton
Spanos Center 7:30 p.m.
I

it

.t . > >4 1 •
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Column: Run With the Hunted

The ultimate horror of clowns

CHAD LEMONS
Pacifican staff writer
It was not a good morning. He
knew this by the look I gave him. My
unshaven face had no light; no smile.
"What's a matter with you?" he
asked.
"I got the devil in me," 1 said.
"What's that supposed to mean?"
he said.
"When you are all alone in the
darkness and the demons come for
you, what do you see?" I asked him.
"I don't believe in demons," he
said quite confused.
He obviously has not faced the
horror. The screaming head. The face
less bodies. Candles burning and
strange hallucinations melting. The
demons can be anything. Call it a
nightmare.
My roommate screamed in the
middle of the night and I was sur
prised when I found him rolled up
into a ball, lost in the hallway. I woke
him from his bad dream and he
seemed relieved to be alive. "What
was it...your ex-girlfriend?" I asked.

4415 Pacific Ave.
472-0783

"No....It was the clowns!" he said
with a serious face. I pretended to
understand and told him to get some
sleep. In the morning, I asked him
about the clowns. I was curious be
cause I have had horrible nightmares
about clowns, too. He shared his sa
cred journal with me.... it gave a de
tailed account of his nightmare:

I realized I was standing
inside a small, yellow
tent...and just before me...
a rather large clown was
strangling an infant boy...
painted smile over a
hideous face.
I realized I was standing inside a
small, yellow tent...and just before
me... a rather large clown was stran
gling an infant boy... painted smile
over a hideous face. Blood was spit
ting up from the infant...and I
watched with a horrified face, as the
clown squeezed the final breath from

GUIDI'S
pizza & pub

Hours: Sun-Thurs.
10AM to 10PM
Fri-Sat 10AM to 12AM

PIZZA • RAVIOLIS • SANDWICHES • MICRO & DOMESTIC BEERS • DARTS • 3 TVS
S1 OFF 52 OFF S3 OFF

Any small pizza
Any medium pizza
Any large pizza

This ad is your coupon!

LUNCH or DINNER
We Deliver!!

Ask About Specials
Best Value!!
Best Location!
n!!

(VX
K P A H T M E M T 5

* Model open daily

Q v

Ayf*

cakes

'Unique 1,2, & 3 bedrooms

Just fax your order &
we'll bring it to you
need a menu?
We'll fax you one!
FAX #472-7326

the boy. On that last gasp, the clown
turned towards me— his eyes molest
ing mine. He took a few steps in my
direction...
It took me awhile to recover.
Many beers later, I shared with him
my darkest secret.I hated clowns, too.
I remember a dream. Crunchy piles
of avocado leaves. I tied my shoes,
quite alone. From the distance, five
clowns moved in on me. The first
clown approached me and shoved a
sawed-off shotgun into my gut.
"Don't even think," said the
clown. "It's time."
How couldI think?Icould hardly
breathe. I awoke wet with sweat. Life
is just not simple anymore. Rainbow
wigs and painted smiles are not sun
shine and good vibes. They smell sour
like urinals.
Through a cloud of thick smoke,
the horror of clowns fades into black
ness. It threatens the rational and the
imaginative. Perhaps, it is another
mysterious face of evil. However, I
always remember the most important
rule....When you're laughin', they
can't 1,511
kill ya.

2 LARGE PIZZAS

(one topping)

'Park - like setting
'Fireplaces

'Pool/Spa

$15.99

This ad is your coupon!

Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive • (209) 957-6710

A'/ ////7.V.\Y .v

nn}) (yonl/Hls
DR. LOAN L. CONCEPQON
Optometrist
$10 OFF
Eye Exam
'Otter nut

with

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

I Q O O O O Q C S A (5~51

serving/

San Francisco San Jose
Sacramento
Oakland
AIRPORTS
I Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates
(209) 957-2827/(800) 347-RlDE

Broadway's
'Baby' com
to UOP
\

11
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The Broadway musical to
edy hit, "Baby," premieres t
weekend at the Drama andDai I
Department.
"Baby," nominated for a,<
award in 1984, takes a humon f
look at the lives of three coupi<j| *
and their voyage to parent!, *4
Danny (Nathan Gonzalesi an|
Lizzie (Nova Dague) are two cod
lege students, not married;
willing, she's not. Pam (Amt»
McDowel]) and Nick (Mann
Darden), a couple in their i(>j
find their marriage tested as thi
try to conceive a child. Alan (Mattl
Kimmich) and Arlene (Heath?
Schrock), a couple escaping pai
enthood with their last child
college, celebrate their twentieth!
anniversary and the cycle begins
again.
The cast and crew of "Bahyl
is composed of students from all
areas of UOP. Have fun and sup
port their efforts by attendingi
show. Performances are in the
DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatn
inside the Drama Department orl
Feb. 23, 24, 29, March 1 and 2 at
8:00pm; Feb. 25 and March 3 at 1
p.m; and March 2 at 2 p.m. Tic- t
prices for students, faculty and
staff are $4 and general admission
is $8. Make your reservations b\
calling the Drama and Dance be
partment at 946-2116. Seats ire
limited, so don't be left out.

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THEIR
SPRING 1996 NEW MEMBERS

Directed by
AlMuller

956-3736 or 956-3323
)C tVm»ev/M.»n»r< rs%»tl Cant* V.u*l

V-M1EV
WMSI
Transportation

Drama preview

DELTA DELTA DELTA

SCT

4915 Claremont
Slocklon, California
Weberstown JC IYnncy
Next to the Optic.il shop

The Pacific*

KiSVSt Wilson

FEBRUARY 22
thru
MARCH 9, 1996

Puliue/ award winning play* right August Wilaun haa
crafted a powerful drama abuui an African American
family in the '30a. The legacy of an ornately carved
piano become* the caulys for a biuer conflict between
a willful aiaier and her tcheming brother.

I O O Q Q O O O O O Q ]
TICKETS

SI0ASI2

U*S!0

GMOUF HATa AVAHAMLL

BOX OFFICE

473-2424

24 tw pfton. server

CURTAIN™£s

Thunday 7JO pja.
Friday A Saturday 1pm
' rtiyMMoec
JJOpje.

STUDENT SPECIAL
2 FOR 1
W/UOP ID
Htm.t! SCT

2312 ROSE MARIE LANE • STOCKTON

PAM ADAMS
LAURA BENSON
ANNE-MARIE COOK
LANI DODGE
KATIE FOUCH
KASI FRANCK
CHRISTINA FLOWERS
KATE JETER
MANDY JOBE
MELANIE KARNES
RONEETALAL
RITA LEON-GUERRERO

JENNIFER MARROQUIN
NICOLE MOMBERG
LORNA OKADA
SARAH PEARLMAN
KELLY RANKIN
KENDRA ROMENA
ANDREA RUSE
JESSICA SELIG
MONA SIOFELE
MICHELLE STAFFORD
KAYLIN YOUNG

ies

>p0rts

Department

046-2115

fsoftball—Last Saturday the
I , ,]ayed a home doubleheader
rnst Stanford at Bill Simoni
h [he Tigers swept Stanford 3LjM. UOP's Carolyn Wilson
[ ithe first game by hammering
jnerun in the ninth inning.
Tigers were scheduled to have
jier doubleheader on Sunday
past top-ranked UCLA, but due
forecast of rain it has been
rponed. The Tigers remain un
ited at 4-0 for the season. The
;rs have a doubleheader today
lijyJ unst Sacramento State in Sacrangyl nto. The Tigers will travel to
raga on Saturday to play a
i |j>leheader against Saint Mary's
; Li then come home to play Haluin two doubleheaders on TuesItaiid Wednesday.
|Men's Volleyball—Last Fri
ll the Tigers knocked off No. 13
I!Irvine 15-10, 15-13, 15-4 in a I
Ixmtain Sports Federation Match
• the Spanos center. Greg
jj ieham led the way with 33 kills
II ile Adam George and Martin
lienkamp combined for 29. On
Ipday the Tigers beat No. 10BYU
1-12,12-15, 15-6, 15-12 in anpr conference match up in the
pbs Center. Greg Wakeham had
|Tills, nine digs and six blocks,
fcieham is currently third in the
pin in kills. This Saturday the
prs will take on UCLA in the
pos Center at 5 p.m.
I Men's Basketball—After the
hers impressive victory last
May against UNLV 80-55, they •
•hoSanJose State 79-73. The TiRjrenow 7-7 in conference and
"overall. UOP will face LBSU
5lSht in Long Beach and UCSB
*nta Barbara on Saturday.
Women's Basketball—The
P5 played poorly and dropped
'important game to Nevada-Reno
Sunday 62-50. The Tigers next
* is tomorrow night against
% Beach State.
Baseball—The Tigers swept
ugton State last weekend to
rove their record to 7-3. This
'e fourth win in a row for the
> The Tigers have a doubler against Southern Utah torow
' , a single game against
Bern Utah Saturday, and an
game against Sacramento
"•on Tuesday.
.'°tf—The? next tournament is
' B 4 at the San Diego State Azw 'tational in Carlsbad, Calif.
' "men's Swimming—The
*are in Long Beach to particin the Big West Championv^jay through Sunday.
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Nick Sellers: A fight for football
JEFF HOOD

sure it s never a question of money
for the university."
Regents left open the chance foot
(Printed with permission from the Record
ball
could return to UOP—at what
of Stockton)
president Donald DeRosa called "the
Tell Nick Sellers that something
appropriate level." A yet-to-beis next to impossible and he'll work
formed regents committee will be
even harder to prove you wrong.
asked to determine what that means.
T he former University of the Pa
That will be too late for a 1996
cific quarterback, an under-sized
season, however, and Sellers isn't
former walk-on who started four
waiting for a green light to move. He's
games last season, has begun a cru
already talked with DeRosa, athletic
sade to bring football back to his alma
director Bob Lee, millionaire devel
mater this fall. Regents voted in
oper Alex Spanos, grocer/mayoral
December to suspend the program for
candidate Gary Podesto and St.
at least a year.
Mary's College athletic director Rick
"We're doing what the faculty
Mazzuto, among others, about reviv
taught us," said Sellers, assisted in his
ing the program.
efforts by defensive tackle Jason
Sellers, who met with Mazzuto on
Evans, and that is to be a free thinker
Thursday, said St. Mary's - which has
and find creative solutions. Football
nine consecutive winning football
taught us never to give up. If they
seasons - operates its division I-AA
hadn't taught us so well, we wouldn't
program on a $300,000 budget.
be trying to bring football back."
Figures like those aren't too far
Sellers and Evans have nothing to
from what UOP spends on men's bas
lose and little to gain. Evans has a year
ketball and women's volleyball, ac
of eligibility remaining, but Sellers
cording to past athletic department
already graduated.
studies.
"The best years of my life were
Considering that, several regents
spent on that campus and football
said football was worth another look.
field, and I want that tradition to live
"I want a program in the worst
on," Sellers said. "I want my kids to
way," regent Don Smith said. "1 want
see that. I want other people to expe
one that will work, but I want one in
rience what I experienced."
the worst way."
It just will be at a different level.
Bob Monagan, the board chair
Sellers' plans are for a Division I-AA
man, said giving 20 tuition waivers
"cost containment" program, one
as Sellers requested would not be a
with limits on scholarships, coaches
problem.
and operating expenses.
"The university," he said, "would
Instead of having 80 players on
be willing to do that."
full scholarship, the Board of Regents
First, the Board of Regents must
would be asked to provide 20 tuition
have a proposal. Sellers is developing
waivers.
a plan, but the regents want to hear
Instead of playing Nebraska for
from Lee, not a 22-year-old.
$400,000 and traveling out of state
Last December, Lee provided a
to play Big West Conference teams,
regents committee with several pro
future opponents would be Division
posals, including one for an indepen
I-AA and Division II California
dent Division I-AA program operated
schools, such as St. Mary's and UCat a cost-containment level. Smith
Davis.
said that proposal indicated it would
Instead of having nine full time
be difficult to schedule games after
coaches, the staff would be reduced
mid-October, so the committee rec
to three, with volunteers and gradu
ommended the regents suspend foot
ball.
ate assistants getting greater respon
Sellers hopes to generate a grass
sibility.
Evans said he's been told by
roots drive to preserve football in
former coaches that such a program
time to play this fall. He and Evans
could be operated for as little as
said UOP could field a team compro
$250,000. He and Sellers hope a fundmising those players who don't in
raising drive could cover those costs,
tend to transfer, those who would
with an endowment eventually cre
change their minds if football was
ated that would cover program ex
reinstated and walk-ons.
penses forever, regardless of ticket
"The longer we wait, it's another
day we lose," Sellers said. "The rea
sales.
son we're doing this now is there's so
"We don't think it's unrealistic at
all," Evans said. "We want to make
much still in place The facility's still
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here,
your
equipment's
still here, there
are 15 or so
student-ath
letes
still
here."
Putting to
gether a roster
is one thing,
but finding
opponents is
Nick Sellers
another. There
* are five Division 1-AA programs in
California, and two of them Northridge State and Sacramento
State - already have 11 games sched
uled. St. Mary's, Cal Poly-San Luis
Obispo and San Diego are the remain
ing 1-AA schools with dates available.
Lee said scheduling is only one
of several obstacles to an early return
of football, and regent Dea Berberian
said she didn't want to reinstate foot
ball too quickly, especially after the
regents' recent vote.
"You just can't bring football
back," she said. "There isn't enough
time to do it in September. When we
do it, we want to do it right. If you
do something that's destined to fail,
it makes everybody look bad. But I'm
not going to knock (Sellers) for his
idea. I love his loyalty."
Coach Chuck Shelton said he met
with Sellers and pointed out the prob
lems with bringing football back so
quickly.
"I appreciate his heart, but I told
him of the impossibilities of doing
that," Shelton said. "If you could put
together a schedule, you wouldn't
drop football. It's more of a sentimen
tal thing, more than anything, but
you have to admire his tenacity."
Sellers might be considered naive
or idealistic and his efforts aren't go
ing unnoticed. But can he make a dif
ference? Sellers isn't foolishly opti
mistic.
On the other hand, if he'd lis
tened to the naysayers out of Folsom
High, the 6-footer would have given
up on his dream of being a Division
I-A quarterback.
This time, however, he has no say
in the outcome.
"Our chances probably aren't
very good, but that's what's exciting
about the whole thing," he said.
"People say it can't happen, but I have
a way of proving people wrong."

Sellers welcomes public comment
and can be reached at 477-4428.
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Tiger Notes
Softball remains
undefeated
UOP beat Stanford twice last
Saturday thanks to Carolyn
Wilson's last inning homer and
solid pitching from Brandee
McArthur (2-0) and Kim Marsh (20). McArthur helped her own cause
in the first game by homering in
the first inning. Wilson's game win
ning homerun came in the third
extra-inning of the first game.
Kim Marsh went the distance
in the second game of the doubleheader and only gave up 1 run.
UOP's doubleheader against
UCLA on Sunday was postponed
due to the forecast of rain. The Ti
gers remain undefeated with a
record of 4-0 and appear to be play
ing with a lot of confidence and
enthusiasm.
"I'm very proud of this team.
The bend but never break," said
head coach Brian Kolze.
Next week the Tigers travel to
Sacramento State and Saint Mary's
and then come home to face Ha
waii on Tuesday and Wednesday.
All of these contests are doubleheaders.

Women's volleyball
presents awards
Rebecca Downey, a senior vol
leyball player for the Tigers was
voted by her team as most im
proved, best defensive player, most
dedicated and most valuable
player. She and junior Sacha
Caldemeyer were honored as team
captains.
Senior Anjanette Richards,
who has been hampered her
whole career with injuries, was
voted as most inspirational and
also earned the team's academic
excellence award.

Intramurals Update
Bowling—Entries opened
February 5 and will close on the
21 at 4 p.m.
This one day event will be held
this Friday, Feb. 23 at Pacific Av
enue Bowl. F^ach individual and/
or team is responsible for paying
the entry fee to Pacific Ave. Bowl
on Friday. Play begins at 3:30 p.m.
and ends no later than 5:30p.m.
Softball—Entries opened
Feb. 12 and will close on March
1st. There is a captains meeting
March 5 at 5 p.m. in WPC 122.
There will be men's, women's,
and co-rec leagues.

Men's volleyball

Everyone contributing to succes
JOSHUA M. BASKIN
Pacifican staff writer
The currently 14th-ranked UOP
men's volleyball team showed every
one that it is one of the best in the
nation. This past weekend, the Tigers
faced 13th-ranked UC Irvine and
lOth-ranked BYU, and showed they
still deserve a better ranking by beat
ing both teams.
This past Friday, the Tigers took
on Irvine in what was expected to be
a well-matched game. However, UOP
was simply better at every aspect of
the game. The team was led by Adam
George, who out shined everyone
else.
George hit .789, the season-high
for UOP, along with 15 kills on 19 at
tempts with no errors. Not only was
he impressive on the offense, he ex
ploded on defense, with eight digs
and eight total blocks.
George is known for his tremen
dous defense, but his offense is an
added dimension. "We've specifically
worked with Adam to get up early, to
be there for the set," said UOP coach
Joe Wortmann. "The sets were there,
they were right in front of me, and I
just put them away. I was in a zone,"
said George after the game.
The Tigers were extremely well
balanced on their attack. Setter
Russell Gan had Irvine guessing all
night, and five UOP hitters were in

teammates mentally, hdpin*
double figures for kills, with Greg
get their nerves under cor.:: £
Wakeham leading the way with 33.
pect to create a spark whi n •
UOP just didn't stop there, they
lull," says Iler, who has start- s
were back to it on Saturday night, fac
coming off the bench at tlk
ing lOth-ranked Brigham Young. Led
ego State match. During thai
by Greg Wakeham, now ranked third
in the nation for kills, the Tigers took
he came off the bench to get a
BYU down in four games. Wakeham
kills, seven digs, and six blmli
helped the cause with 26 kills, nine
Not recruited much b\ sol
digs and six blocks.
teams, Iler has been a tre
plus for UOP. "He doesn't nuif
"The team is riding an emotional
of mistakes. He's not a pov.it
high right now," coach Joe
Wortmann said, "We've really ma
but he's doing a lot of little i:..
tured as a team." Also helping out
the floor, covering other hittii g
for the Tigers were Martin
blocking some balls. He's a det
Berkenkamp with 13 kills, and Gan
blocker. He gets up so fast
and Sam Crossen added 12 and 10
Wortmann, about the 6-fu i 1
kills, respectively.
fer from Irvine Junior College.
With these past two wins and the
While not primary attai k< r
entire season so far, all attention has
both have proven they can u
been placed towards a few players;
ute offensively for the team t:
there are two others who have been
is third on the team with 74 kiksi
contributing to achieving the goal:
is hitting .393, while Iler has ! i
Sam Crossen and Billy Iler.
"Right now in our Mountain i c
Crossen and Iler are the two pri
Sports Federation matches,
mary passers in the UOP alignment.
hitting over .400. Instead of hai
Without their efforts, the rest of the
two big guns in Martin and Greg I
team wouldn't be performing to the
has stepped up and given us a t! 1|
caliber they are. "The key to any suc
Wortmann said.
cessful team is passing. Teams that
Teams that now come t<
don't pass well don't hit well," said
UOP know they have the entire tea
6-foot-4 junior Crossen.
to worry-about, and not just a i
Not only have these two been the
of players. The rest of the l e a g u e
ones to get the offense off to a start
izes that UOP is a team to IK :
with their passing, they have also
oned with, and that if they t; \ in
.emerged as the "vocal catalysts."
past them, they will be in for a
Their talking helps to relax their
surprise.

Baseball

Tigers take three from Cougars
JOSHUA M. BASKIN
Pacifican staff writer
The UOP baseball team recently
swept their three-game series of the
visiting Washington State Cougars.
Though the games were relatively
close, the Tigers were able to hold it
together to pull out the necessary
wins. Sunday's final game capped-off
the fourth consecutive win for UOP.

The first game of the series
turned out to be the
closest one and came
down to the final inning.
The game was won in the
bottom of the ninth...
The first game of the series turned
out to be the closest one and came
down to the final inning. The game
was won in the bottom of the ninth,

by an error committed by Washing
ton State's third baseman. The chop
per to third, and the error, allowed
Tim Schmierer to score the game win
ner, giving UOP the 6-5 win.
Matt Engleken picked up the win,
pitching two scoreless innings, after
coming in for starter Dan Reichert.
The Tiger offense was led by the hit
ting of Gus Rubio, who not only hit
the game winner to third, but also
had a pair of home runs.
UOP's second game against the
Cougars was not as close. Jason Flach
got the call to start, and pitched mas
terfully. Flach gave up just five hits
and two runs, while striking out 11
in the Tigers' 5-2 win. He was able to
overcome a rocky first inning and
calm himself, to go the distance
against the Cougars.
"They got that quick run in the
first inning, but I really felt I settled
down in the second inning," Flach
said. "I just got going." He was able
to keep the Cougars off-balance most

of the night with a crisp si kit r r
effective breaking pitches. 1 hi .
mistake Flach made was in heldii
during the eighth inning, whuh i
lowed the Cougars' second run.
The offense for UOP was n< >i y <
tacular, but was helped out b\ il
pitching from Washington State t
Tigers took advantage of all th i
walks by Washington, and pound
the ball consistently to bring t hi n a
the way around. Ramy Dickinv >n a i
Shane Rooney continued to hanat
the ball, with a triple and a douN
respectively.
UOP's final game was clc :
the second, but still came out m
the same result. Ron Lewis r. .
the call to pitch, and received his«
ond win of the season. Thoiy
did pitch well, he was not satis
with his performance. "My cl .
was off, my slider didn't break .
my fastball couldn't get pas*
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no-faced Tigers triumph over
ss NLV, fall to San
Jose State

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 n.m.

Monday - Friday

OV T. CORTEWAY
jean staff writer

(209) 478-6290
J3J4 GRAFO CANAl BlVD •< . STOCKTON GA OiX7
ACROSS FROM IMF KUON ENTRAf CE
Catering Avolabte

the fair-weather,
ingTiger fans came out in full
^IP watch the Tigers topple a
ytalented UNLV team 80-55.
.vd was treated to an exciting
^asthe Tigers played extremely
n both ends of the court.
[ l(as a season-high fourth cone win for UOP and the fourth
a a row that the tigers have deijthe Runnin' Rebels.
[Thursday

a season-high
consecutive win for
ontnTp and the fourth time
™ss4 a row that the tigers
11%defeated the Runnin'
lacifll
Rebels.
1

[Hie Tigers shot

52 percent from
while
their
defense only
lird,'
up 55 points. All 14 Tigers got
ton the court with 12 scoring.
Ibrne Mahaffey got the Tigers
ty; with a pair of three pointers
tin the first half. 'This was a good
u
eck-Hort'we )ust stayed intense on
nise and got good shots on ofind we played for 40 minutes,"
Mahaffey, who finished with a
• high 18 points.
> Rebels cut a 10 point halftime
o 34-30 during a 6-0 run early
"e second half. Senior Charles
who had an embarrassing first
Mped the Tigers back on track
acktoback three pointers that
diger 11-0 run.
he Tigers took it from there by
ingsolid defense and scoring 80
s to bury the not so Runnin'

469-2300

floor

!e Tigers

nailed in a total of 10
•pointers on the evening. Mark
rcame off the bench with 3
winters.
e Tigers offense was very well
ed, UOP's only other scorer in
e figures was Adam Jacobson
r '
is a difficult feat conJ S the Tigers scored 80 points
|t evening.
,er defeating UNLV the Tigers
;;'e day to prepare for the San
ate Spartans before traveling to
^Center.
e Tigers were clearly outplayed
ot-hustled by the Spartans and
important road game 79-73.
e Spartans wanted and needed
•t0fy more than the Tigers be

Tracy & Locfi: 800-469 2330

24 hour news & information of your fingertips
EASY TO USE! Just col! the number
above wait for tbe voice prompt, iben dial in
tbe 4 digit category code

TEAM LEGENDS

Michael Olowokandi goes up for a dunk in the Tigers strong showing against UNLV

SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
cause of their 5-8 conference record
home and 2 on the road. The Tigers
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!
going into the contest. The Spartans
are going to have their work cut out
desperation outmatched the Tigers
L
BRING IN THIS AD & GET 5% Off
for them if they want to be one of
r
THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN>
determination.
the six teams to earn a spot in the
San Jose played a tough man to
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
Big West Tournament.
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
man defense against UOP, and had six
As it stands right now, the Tigers
209/469-2474 FAX:209/4694589
players in double figures. UOP turned
would be one of those six teams. But
the ball over 15 times including a
the tigers will, at the very least, have
critical turnover with 1:21 left in the
to go 2-2 in the final four games to
game when the score was tied at 68.
ensure themselves a spot. The Tigers
nndffujtnc(stocn5
The Tigers never recovered from
have two very tough road games
#T NEW KIM TAR
that turnover as the Spartans nailed
ahead of them, UCSB and Long Beach
Chinese. Cambodian k Vietnamese Cuisine
their free throw attempts down the
State. The Tigers finish their season
stretch to put UOP away for good.
^
M el 5*5 fti
/£
with two home games against Cal
San Jose State was an amazing 20State Fullerton and Conference leader
Pho
23 from the free-throw line in the
UC Irvine in the first week of March.
second half and outscored the Tigers
The Tigers will need to play with
Corner ofMarch Lane & Pershing27-12 from the line for the game.
the intensity and the desire that they
next to PIZZA HUT.
"We were out of sync the whole
displayed during their four game win
Open
Tues-Sun:
9KX) ajn. - 9D0 pun.
night," said Jacobson.
streak that got them back into the
This defeat marked the first time
Closed
Mondays
playoff picture in order to prevail in
that UOP has lost to San Jose State at
the last four games.
The Events Center in seven games.
1425 W. March Lane
UOP faces off at 7:30 p.m. tonight
The Tigers are now 11-11 over all
Stockton, CA 95207
in Long Beach to take on the 49ers.
and 7-7 in the Big West Conference.
The game can be heard on KJAX 1230
UOP has four remaining games, 2 at
am radio beginning at 7 p.m.
473-3240
:
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The Pacific:

Women's basketball

Night of
poor
shooting
sinks Tigers
NELSON T. CORTEWAY
Pacifican staff writer
The Tigers blew a great opportu
nity to gain ground on first place
UCSB last Sunday, as they lost to con
ference cellar dweller Nevada-Reno
62-50.
The Tigers shot a dismal 32 per
cent over all for the evening and an
even more disappointing 30 (9-30)
percent in the second half. The Tigers
were even worse from the three point
line shooting 13 percent (2-15).
"The wheels came off on us to
day," UOP coach Melissa Demarchi
said. "When you shoot the percent
age we shot, you're not going to beat
too many teams."
"Our intensity was lacking," UOP
guard Christina Randall said. "At dif
ferent times we tried to get it back,
but we weren't able to get in sync."
Even the red hot Kate McAllister
struggled to muster any offense.
McAllister was 3-15 for the night and
3-10 from the free throw line.
The Tigers were just not ready to
play and seemed to just roll over to
the struggling Wolf Pack.
UOP is now 14-9 over all and 9-5
in the Big West Conference. The Ti
gers will have some regrouping to do
as they take on Long Beach State to
morrow evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
Spanos Center.

Baseball
continued from page 18

(i t

uu

body," Lewis said of his sevenstrikeout, complete game.
Lewis battled hard to keep the
game in tow, and his test came in the
ninth inning. He allowed three hits
in the inning, and hit a batter to bring
in a run. Lewis kept control of him
self, and was able to comeback and
strikeout the next batter to end the
game. The final score was 3-2.
Even with the sweep, the Tigers
still have areas to work on. "Our
pitching and defense are keeping us
in games right now. But we need to
get more aggressive at the plate and
create more offense," said coach
Quincy Noble.
Although there still are things to
improve for the Tigers, they are on
the right path. Once they bring their
offensive up to par, they will be a for
midable force in the league.

Dexter's

not His usual self.

You s u s p e c t t h e
So you call

Dr. Nusblatt,
The

(Too bad

call

salsa.

your family vet back home.

iS

cheap.

about the

fee.)

Sign up for AI&I True Reach Savings™ and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S

Lite can be complicated. AT&T True Reach Savings"' is simple. Save 25% on every kind of call on
your AT&T phone bill-direct dial, calling card, directory assistance, local toll, cellular, tax and modem
when you spend just S25 a month? No other plan gives you all these ditferent ways to sa\e.
Just call 1800 TRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. 7Beit's Your True Choice™
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